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ABSTRACT 

The S-matrix characterizing the scattering of pions from nucleons is calcu
lated in the context of skyrmion models of the nucleon. These are models in 
which the nucleon is considered a soliton in the field of pions. The spectrum of 
nucleon and delta resonances in the Skyrme model is calculated and found o be 
in overall good agreement with Nature. ModeUindependent sum rules between 
amplitudes in the same partial wave are derived and examined. An extension of 
the formalism to the case of three light flavors is presented. Q C S 
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FOREWORD 
This thesis is a compendium of my work on pion-nudeon scattering In the 

Skyrme model.""" This is a model in which the nucleon is considered, not as 
a bound state of three quarks, but rather as a soliton in the field of pious"" 
(henceforth "chiral soiiton" or "»kyrmion"). Note that we are thereby construct
ing fermions out of bose fields! Skyrme himself recognized the apparent difficulty 
of such a task: 

This programme is the obverse of the more fashionable endeavour to 
reduce the truly elementary particles to a set of spinor fields, out of 
which everything can be built by simple conjunction. It is a prion much 
less reasonable because, in particular, it is more difficult to construct half-
integral representations of rotation groups out of integral than conversely; 
indeed it a patently impossible to do this within the limitations of a 
polynomial expansion. The hope that remains is that the particle-like 
states will be of a kind that cannot be reached by perturbation theory, 
and which cannot necessarily be discounted by general arguments.'41 

It was Finkelsteta and Rubinstein who realised this hope by showing how 
a soliton could be endowed with fermi statistics.1'1 Later, Witten strengthened 
this result by proving the following remarkable theorem: the slryrmton must be 
quantized as a fermion if N, the number of colors of the underlying gauge theory 
(assuming that there is one), is odd, and as a boson if N is even. This result 
(which, strictly speaking, holds only if the number of light flavors is greater than 
two) is consistent with the standard picture of a nucleon made out of N quarks. 
Certatnly it places Skyrme's bold identification of the nucleon as a soliton on a 
stronger theoretical footing. 

The focus of our Investigations will be effective Lagrangiana of the form 

(1 
£ = £rTr(oy /3 M £' , ) + - " , fw S186MeV (F.l) 

16 

where U € 517(2). The leading term is the usual 2-fla.vor nonlinear sigma model, 
while the doU etand for higher-derivative terms, which are not uiually exploited 
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FOREWORD 
This thesis is a compendium of my work on pion-nucleon scattering in the 

Skyrme model."~" This if a model in which the nucleon is considered, sot as 
a bound state of three quarks, but rather as a soliton in the field of pions"" 
(henceforth "chiral soliton" or "skyrmion"). Note that we are thereby construct
ing fermions out of bose fields! Skyrme himself recognised tho apparent difficulty 
of such a task: 

This programme is the obverse of the more fashiona'ole endeavour to 
reduce the truly elementary particles to a set of spinor fields, out of 
which everything can be built by simple conjunction. It is a prion much 
less reasonable because, in particular, it is more difficult to construct half-
integral representations of rotation (roups out of integral than conversely; 
indeed it is patently impossible to do this within the limitations of a 
polynomial expansion. The hope that remains is that the particle-like 
states will be of a kind that cannot be reached by perturbation theory, 
and which cannot necessarily be discounted by general arguments. 

It was FinkelstcL-i and Rubinstein who realised this hope by showing how 
a soliton could be endowed with fermi statistic*."' Later, Witten strengthened 
this result hy proving the following remarkable theorem:1'1 the skyrmion must be 
quantized as a fermion if N, the number of colors of the underlying gauge theory 
(assuming that there is one), is odd, and as a boson if N is even. This result 
(which, strictly speaking, holds only if the number of light flavors is greater than 
two) is consistent with the standard picture of a nucleon made out of JV quarks. 
Certainly it places Skyrme's bold identification of the nucleon as a soliton on a 
stronger theoretical footing. 

The focus of our investigations will be effective Lagrangiana of the form 

£ = £;Tt{dl>Vd»U*) + ---, f, S186MeV (F.l) 
16 

where U 6 SV(2). The leading term is the usual 2-fiavor nonlinear sigma model, 
while the dots stand for higher-derivative terms, which are not usually exploited 
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in traditional soft-pion physics. The standard identification of the pion field in 
{F.l) is via: 

U(x) = ap&t(x).*) (F.2) 
Jw 

Thus the pions can be thought of as "small fluctuations" about the trivial vacuum 
U(x) = 1. 

The Lagrangian [F.l) is invariant under the ehiral transformations SU(2)L X 
SU(2)R which take V to AUB'1. Note that the diagonal 517(2) subgroup, with 
B = A, simply rotates x like a vector; this subgroup is isoapin. In contrast, 
the "axial" transformations, with B = A - 1 , act to first order like translations 
on the pion field. These are precisely the criteria necessary"' for identifying the 
pions with the pseudo-Goldstonebosons of Sff(2)i x SU(2)tt/SU(t)uet^ii, which 
describes the approximate flavor symmetries of the strong interactions. 

It is a straightforward procedure to introduce additional fields to the model 
in such a way as to preserve chiral invarianee.'" In particular, we can write down 
a Lagrangian describing the coupling of pions to the nucleon isodoublet N: 

C = ^ Tr (a„Ufl''I/») + N(i-,i>D„ - m)N + g^x • NTY^N. (F.3) 

Here V is the covariant derivative appropriate to the nonlinear sigma model with 
variables in the manifold 

SU(2)L x SU(2)R 

Stf(2)l».p!» 

From this Lagrangian, all soft-pion theorems pertaining to the pion-nucleon in
teraction, such as Weinberg's calculation of the £-wave xN scattering lengths,'"1 

can be derived. 

It is the moral of this thesis that, insofar as the xN system is concerned, 
the Lagrangian ( f . l ) contains at least as much information as does (.F.3)! Not 
only does (F.l) properly encompass soft-pion physics, as Schnitser has shown,'"1 

2 

but in addition—well beyond the soft-pion regime—it yields surprisingly accu
rate predictions concerning the spectrum of nucleon and A resonances and the 
qualitative behavior of the large majority of xN partial wave amplitudes. 

The organization is as follows. In the first chapter, I shall motivate the 
Skyrme model from two seemingly orthogonal lines of thought. First, with the 
help of some elementary topology, I shall review how solitons can arise in a 
nonlinear field theory, and how they car, be quantised as fermions. The second 
approach is that of large-If QCD. The intent is to demonstrate that these ap
proaches combine to form a pleasingly consistent picture of the nucleon. Apart 
from details of presentation, none of this work is my own. 

Chapter II develops the group-theoretic formalism for xN scattering for a 
broad cle£u of models, Skyrme'a included, in which the nucleon is constructed 
from a "hedgehog" soliton in the field of pions. Energy-independent linear re
lations between xN —» xN and xN —* xA partial-wave amplitudes are derived 
from a leading-order large-JV analysis and shown to be in reasonable agreement 
with experiment. These relations can be considered model-independent tests of 
both the treatment of the nucleon as a soliton and the 1/JV expansion. It is also 
shown that the skyrmion approach provides a natural framework for understand
ing some striking qualitative features of the xN partial-wave amplitudes. This 
work was done in collaboration with Michael Peskin. 

Chapter III, developed in collaboration with Marek Karliner,"' applies this 
formalism to the particular case of the Skyrme model. The spectrum of nucleon 
and A resonances of the model is calculated. The masses obtained are accurate 
on the average to 856 of their experimental values up to 3 GeV. For most partial 
waves, the model reproduces many significant features of the experimental Ar-
gand diagrams correctly, although there are severe discrepancies in some of the 
low partial waves. 

Finally, Chapter IV presents an extension of the formalism corresponding to 
the case of three light quark flavors.'" This enables us to study the scattering 
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of the pseudoscalar mesons from the baryon octet. It turns out that the model-
independent linear relations developed in Chapter II need to be modified, due to 
the presence in the 3-flavor case of the Wess-Zumino term. The chapter concludes 
with results, recently obtained with Marek Karliner,"' for the 3-flavor Slryrme 
model. 

4 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1. Solltons In Effective Lngrangians 

Skyrrce recognized that the nonlinear nature of the Lagrangian [F.l) per
mits a rich structure of field configurations that are topologicals unconnected 
to the trivial vacuum."'41 To see this, consider the class of time-independent 
configurations U(x). These define maps from R* into SV (2). We will concentrate 
on the finite energy configurations. This condition requires U(x) —> constant 
as |x| —> oo. In turn, this allows us to adjoin the point at infinity to Rs, which 
yields a space that is topologically equivalent to the 3-sphere S3. We are thus led 
to an examination of TJ(S£T(2)), the group of homotopically distinct maps from 
the 3-sphere into the manifold SU(2). 

Now, elements of SU(2) can be conveniently parametrized as 

Oo'1 + iS'S (1,1) 

where the a^B are real numbers satisfying a£ -t |oj* = 1. So SU(2) is also a 3-
sphere! Thus TT3{SU(2)) = *3(S 3) = Z, the group of integers. In short, we have 
shown that the finite-energy static configurations V[x) can be characterized by 
an integer, or winding num&er, which measures how many times the 3-sphere is 
"wrapped around" the group SU(2). This number is topologically conserved, in 
the sense that two finite-energy configu .tions characterized by different wind
ing numbers cannot be continuously deformed into one another without passing 
through configurations of infinite energy. Skyrme's bold proposal was the iden
tification of this winding number with baryon number. 

It is worth & brief digression to note that the existence of topologically stable 
nontrivial configurations is due to the nonlinear nature of ( f . l ) . This point 
becomes clear if we consider the toy" example in 1 + 1 dimensions of a single 
angular field 0(a:,r), which takes values on 5 1 * Let us .furthermore compactify 
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the spatial variable x into a circle.* Since ^ ( S 1 ) = Z, there are nontrivial 
configuration* corresponding to a change cf I from (iay) 0 to 2<r u > likewise 
ranges from 0 to 2JT. Now consider that, in addition to 0, there is a radial field 
p(x,t) in the picture; we also assume a standard "Mexican hat" potential with 
a circle of vacua at p = po. Then the nontrivial configuration described above 
is no longer topological^ stable (*i(.R2) = 1), To visualize this, imagine a 
rubber band wrapped tightly around the rim of the hat; it has winding number 
1 and a finite energy (due to tension) which is analogous to the finite energy of 
the skyrmion (the minimum-energy configuration with baryon number 1). The 
rubber band has a non-zero probability of exploding up the cone of the hat, and 
landing flaccid at an arbitrary point in the rim; it is now in a "trivial vacuum," 
with zero energy, and has winding number zero. The moral for 3 + 1 dimensions 
is clear: Had we started with a linear a model, characterized by the addition of 
a fourth field, the "o field", then our skyrmion would have been unstable against 
decay (frs(fi') = 1). 

Returning to Eq. (F.X), how do we actually construct a nontrivial finite-
energy static configuration? By chiral invariance, it suffices to consider the 
situation U[x) —> 1 as |f| —• oo. Following Skyrme, we further restrict our 
attention to maximally symmetric uhedgehog" configurations 

V(S) = exp(iF(r)f • 3) = cos F{r) • 1 + 1 sin F(r)? • S. (1.2) 

(We note, for future reference, that V is annihilated by the vectorial sum it = 
1+J of isospin and angular momentum; this turns out to be the linchpin around 
which all the results of Chapts. II-IV revolve!) Our boundary condition im
plies F(r) —» 2ns- as r —• oo; without loss of generality we choose n = 0. 
Furthermore, continuity at the origin requires F(0) = rmr. Although V is then 
continuous, note that, for nonzero m, its "logarithm" JT(.T) has a monopoie-like 

* Unfortunately, the requirement of Unite energy doei not sccompluth this for ui in 1 + 1 
dunenlioni. 
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singularity at the origin. We will focus on the choice m = 1, with F[r) monoton-
ically decreasing. Comparing (1.1) with (1.2) , it is clear that we have succeeded 
in constructing a bgective mapping from S3 onto SU{2), with winding number 
±1. Let us fix our orientation convention henceforth so that this configuration is 
assigned a winding number of +1. We have a baryon! It ought to be emphasized 
that any configuration of winding number one is nomotopic to the hedgehog 
configuration we have constructed. 

As a quantitative measure of baryon number density, consider the quantity 

PB(x) = ^Cijk T r T ^ T , , TV = V\x)3iV[x). (1.3) 

PB can be thought of as the time-component of the baryon current 

This quantity has the following desirable properties. 

1) It is automatically conserved: 

3 M B" = 0. (1.5) 

This follows from the identity 

d»Tu = -T»Tv + tfdfflvV (1.6) 

and the cyclic invariance of the trace. 

2) For the hedgehog configuration (1.2) , 

«(*)=-ih^1"'F - -ih^F - j' i n 2 f'>- <L7> 
Integrating over space yields a baryon number B = F{0)/n — +1 as desired. 
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i) Baryou number to defined is invariant under deformations; this prevents a 
baryon from decaying by emitting pions. A small perturbation on a configuration 
can be parametrized by V —• VW with W = 1 + it- S + O(e'). This change 
induces 

T„ —* wt(r„ + %)w, TM = a„w-w^ia^T-s+o{^). (1.8) 

Thus 

»B — j^jCtfj Tr(2l+5;)(7>+fV)(7i+n) = w . - J L ^ T r , ,. 0(S). 
(1.9) 

Dropping the 0(e3) contribution and using (1.6), we can rewrite this as 

&-PB = ^ijkdi Tr(f • STjTt) (1.10) 

which is a total derivative, vanishing upon integration. This proves the claim. 

4) The baxyon number of any configuration that can be continuously de
formed to the trivial vacuum U = 1 is zero. This follows immediately from the 
previous observation. In particular, configurations built from the usual pion fields 
as given in (F.2), which are continuous, singularity-free and vanish at infinity, 
are purely "mesonic," with B — 0. 

5) The baryon number of a product XJ\Ui is just the sum of the individual 
baryon numbers: 

J d'xpBilfiV,) = J d'stpflft/,) + pB[V„)). (1.11) 

To see this, note that 

<">iViVi) = ^Wjk-niTi+fMTj+TMTk+ft), Ti = U}d(Uu f< = dM-V* 
(1.12) 

This can be written 

PBiViVt) =pB{Vi) + PB(Vt) - ^tijtTrTiPj + fj)fk (1.13) 

But the last term can be expressed as a total derivative 

^ ^ a y T r l i n (1.14) 

which follows from (1.6) together with the identity 

3jfk = -fkfj + djdtVi • V\. (1.15) 

This establishes the claim. 

6) The hermitian conjugate £/< of a bar? on-number-one configuration has 
baryon number-1; this is an immediate consequence of the previous claim. So 
the baryons have antiparticles. 

7) The superposition of two pion field configurations of baryon number one 
is a configuration of baryon number two. To see this, consider deforming each 
configuration to a tightly localized hedgehog and then separating the centers suf
ficiently so that the regions of nonzero field do not overlap. Then V factors into 
a product L'IUJ, and the claim is established. By similar arguments it follows 
that the baryon number of a superposition of n configurations of baryon number 
1 and m configurations of baryon number -1 is just n — m. 

8) Finally, we would like to be able to say something about the location of the 
baryon."1 In particular, for a field configuration of the type (1.2), our intuition 
tells us that the baryon is concentrated about the center of the hedgehog, where 
V = —1. Typically fig will be maximized here. In addition, it is suggestive that 
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the "velocity* of this particle is proportional to the baryon number flux, defined in 
Eq. (1.4) To see this, let uaiuume that tf(x0(to) - U{x0+6x,to+6t) = - l .Th i s 
implies that v^d^U — 0. Multiplying by U^ and tentatively equating v** wl'.h BM, 
thia becomes B^Tp — 0. To verify immediately that this is so, it suffices to rewrite 
T» " \ E j ° l T*(o%) and B» u ^g , «**«%•* Tr^'H) Tt{o>Ta) Tr(ff*I»- Since 
the index I must equal one of the indices I, j , fc, the product vanishes by antisym
metry. We have established v., oc B^. 

Thus far we have succeeded in concocting a plausible facsimile of a baryon. 
In addition, we have constructed a quantity that has many of the preperties one 
would desire from a baryon number current. However, we have not yet come up 
with a nucleoli. Such an object ought to be identified with a minimum energy 
configuration in the B — 1 sector. More importantly, it should have spin and 
isospin \. Let us deal with these two considerations in turn. 

It is easy to show that the leading term in the Lagrangian (F.l) is not in 
itself able to support a soliton, i.e., a nontrivial stable static classical solution. 
To see this, assume the existence of such a soliton Uo[x)- Its mass (i.e., energy 
in its rest frame) would be given by 

E ° = it / d'ITra,t/0

,(f)a,i/0(f)- (Lie) 

Now consider the family of configurations Uo[z;\) — r/o(A£); these have £ 0(A) = 
A"1 • £(>• This is minimized, not for A = 1 as we assumed, but rather for A —* oo. 
Put another way, the soliton shrinks to zero size. This is, of course, Derrick's 
Theorem."" 

The situation is not improved by adding a chiral symmetry-breaking mass 
term Tr(f/Af+Af • £/') to tne La<;rangian; such a term would give a contribution to 
the energy that scaled like A~3, and the soliton would still shrink away. Instead, 
it is necessary to add a term with four or more derivatives. Skyrme proposed the 
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I'.^nngian 

i = £TrdJJd»Ul + -IjTrK^f/^cVlOUt]*. ( U 7 ) 

The second term, or "Skyrme term," is the unique chiral- and Lorentz-mvariant 
four-derivative term containing no more than two time derivatives; it is thus 
amenable to a standard Kamiltonlan treatment. For our present purposes, what 
is important is that its contribution to the energy scales like A. Thus it permits a 
stable classical configuration of nonzero extent, for which the energy contributions 
of the first and second tsrms in (1.17) will be precisely equal. 

The Euler-Lagrange equation obtained from (1.17) is extremely complicated. 
Skyrme's simplifying ansatz was that the minimum-energy solutions of nonzero 
baryon number could be written in the hedgehog form (1.2). The resulting equa
tion for F(r) is reproduced as Eq. (III.4) below; the solution with boundary 
conditions appropriate for B — 1 is graphed in Fi^. 1 (drawn from Ref. 13). 
Although it follows from the numerical analyst* presented in Chapter III that 
this configuration is locally stable, the question of whether it is in fact a globed 
minimum in the B = 1 sector has never been fully established. Nevertheless, this 
is universally believed, and we will assume in what follows that it is. 

The second crucial link in the identification of the skyrmion with the nucleon 
is the problem of endowing the soliton with the quantum numbers I = J = \. 
The possibility of quantizing % soliton as a fermion was established long ago by 
Finkelstein and Rubinstein. |r' We will now review an explicit construction given 
by Adkins, Nappi and Witten.'"1 

This construction begins with the realization that a hedgehog soliton UQ picks 
out only one of an infinite class of possible orientations between spin and isospin 
axes; equally acceptable solutions to [FA) are furnished by 

UA s AU0A~k =: e « W M J ? ) - ' (1.18) 

where A is any (constant) SU[2) group element with spin-1 representation Dl[A). 
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Flf. 1. Graph of ikyrmlc-n profile 

The natural action of isospin and angular momentum on this rotated soliton Is 
given by: 

Isospin : UA - UjAUoA^Ufl = V(U,A) 
(1.19) 

Angular Momentum: UA —»•AUj'r/rjl'.M-1 = ^(xtr;1) 

It is fruitful at this point to think of A, the so-called "rotational collective 
coordinate" of the aoliton, as a quantum-mechanical variable that takes values 
on the group manifold SU(2). We will let \UA) denote the state containing a 
chiral soliton in the orientation A\ it satisfies 

<VA>\VA>= 6{A-A') . (I.2D) 

A suitable candidate for a physical baryon is then a coherent superposition 

\9)=JdAX(A)\UA). (1.21) 

Here dA represents the group-invariant measure, normalized so that / dA = 
2irs, and the wavefunction x(A) is chosen appropriately to make this expression 
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an eigenstate of both iiospin t and spin i. One may think of this expression 
as describing a rotating soliton. Under the simultaneous action of isoapin and 
angular momentum, 

|») —. JdAxW \Vp,AU?)) =JdAX{UrlAUj) \UA) • (1-22) 

In other words, the transformations induce a change 

X(A) —. xQJTlAU,) (1-23) 

in the soliton's wavefunction. 

The construction of the wavcfunctions x(A) corresponding to definite states 
of (i,i.) and («, a,) is now an easy scercise."" In fact (for two flavors) one has the 
choice of quantizing the collective coordinates either as fermions or as bosons. 
For nucteons (with i = » = j) one finds 

*0iw-£«<.' - ( - , ; ) • ( L 2 4 ) 

Indeed, thic transforms as 

which is just what one wants. Likewise, a general rotational eigenstate, with 
i = s •= Ky has as its properly normalized wavefunction : 

Since the x's form a complete set of functions on SU{2), the result i = a holds 
in general. Those states with »' =-• « > § are unphysica! artifacts of the model, 

* Of coune, for exch B, we hive the freedom to redefine the wivefunctiom x'„ by » common 
phue; our choice mgreei with Ref. 13 for the nucleoni but differs by a ligu for the dettu, 
in order to conform in thii cue ta Ref. 14. A different puue convention modinee the Uneir 
relation jll.21) below. 



although they would be present in a world with more than three colors. The key 
result obtained from quantizing the collective coordinates is that the quantization 
energy is proportional to t(t + 1).'"' Thus, in these models, the lowest-lying 
fermionic states in the B = 1 sector of the theory corrertly correspond to the 
nucleon, while the first excited states have the quantum numbers of the A. We 
will see in Chapters II and III that states with i ^ a, corresponding to the 
observed nucleon and A resonances, emerge naturally from a consideration of 
pion-skyrmion scattering. * 

Equations (1.70), (1.21) and (1.26) allow one to calculate expectation values 
of various currents between nucleon states. As a result, a host of static prop
erties of the nucleon and A, such as magnetic moments and charge radii, can 
be obtained.'1*1 It is the semiquantitative success of these calculations (20-30% 
typically) that is largely responsible for the resurgence of interest in the Skyrme 
model after a nearly twenty year hibernation. 

2. Large-TV QCD 

We will now discuss another approach to the depiction of baryons as solitons, 
that of large-TV QCD. This is the scheme in which the gauge group 5t / (3) c o i o r 

of the strong interactions is replaced by SU[N), with TV taken to be large. The 
qualitative phenomenological successes of large-TV in describing meson physics 
are well-known. Mesons are stable in this limit, with decay rates and two-
body scattering amplitudes vanishing like l/\/TV and 1/TV, respectively. They 
have masses of order JV°, as they should, since regardless of TV they are always 
composed of one quark and one antiquark. (Admixtures of qqqq etc., already 
suppressed experimentally when TV = 3, become more and more negligible as TV 
gets large.) As TV —• oo, phenomenological rules of thumb such as Zweig's rule 
and the dominance of 2-body decays become exact; indeed, the very existence of 
mesons in each Jpc channel allowed by the quark model is guaranteed. We will 
now review what large-TV has to say about baryons. This approach was developed 
by Witten, whom we shall follow closely. 
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In large-JV, there are JV quark degrees of freedom but JVJ - 1 es N* gluonic 
degrees of freedom. Consider the simple gluonic correction to the quark propa
gator depicted in Fig. 2. Even after we specify the color index of the external 
quark, this diagram receives a combinatoric factor of JV corresponding to the JV 
possible values for the index of the internal quark. Thus, if we want the theory 
to have a smooth—but nontrivial—limit as JV —• oo, we must require that the 
Ijqg vertex scale like l/y/N. By similar arguments, the 3- and 4-gluon vertices 
must scale like l/\/3v and 1/.JV, respectively. 

With this knowledge, it is easy to see that the mass of a baryon is of order 
JV, as one naively expects for an object built from JV quarks. Figure 3 shows two 
typical connected diagrams which contribute to the energy jf a baryon. Figure 3a 
should be multiplied by a combinatoric factor proportional to JV3, which comes 
from choosing the three quark lines that couple to gluons. In addition, it has 
four qqg or ggg vertices. Thus it scales like JV, as asserted. Figure 36 has a 
combinatoric factor of JV6 and a suppression of JV - S from the vertices, so it too 
is proportional to JV. 

By the same naive methods we can arrive at the correct independence of a 
variety of scattering processes. For example, Fig. 4 shows a typical contribution 
to baryon-baryon scattering. It is easy to verify that this diagram contributes a 
factor of JV2/(\/JV)2 = JV. Thus the interaction terms in baryon-baryon scattering 
are of the same order of magnitude as the kinetic energy and mass terms of the 
two-baryonsystem, and baryon-baryon scattering has a smooth, nontrivial large-
N limit. The same holds for baryon-antibaryon scattering. 

Figure 5 displays a typical graph contributing to meson-baryon scattering, 
which is the topic of this thesis. It is clear that this diagram is of order 1. Thus, 
in large-JV, the baryon doesn't "feel" the meson at all, while the meson, whose 
free Hamiltonian is itself of order 1, scatters in a nontrivial way from the baryon. 
This jibes with our intuition of a baryon as a heavy object in large-JV which would 
be unperturbed by the influence of a meson, which is just a qq boundstate; the 
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meson, in contrast, sees the baryon as a fixed source and scatters accordingly. 

We can gain additional insight by considering the idealized example of JV 
very heavy quarks. Since, in a baryon, the quarks are already antisymmetric 
in color indices, they must necessarily be symmetric under the simultaneous 
exchange of spin, isospin and spatial wavefunctions. Following Witten, we will 
restrict ourselves to the particularly simple case in which they have been placed in 
identical states of spin and isospin. The JV-quark state must then be symmetric 
under exchange of spatial wavefunctions; we have, in effect, a system of bosons. 

Now, for any JV, a heavy quark system can reasonably be modeled by a 
nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation: 

" -V1 

H = N m + Y i - ^ + ̂ '£,Vi{xi,xi) + ^ £ V3{Xi,Xj,xk) + ... (1.27) 
i=i !i<y i<j<k 

Here Vj is the ordinary 2-body force, Vj is the three-body force resulting from 
diagrams such as Fig. 3a, etc., while the cti't are coupling constants which 
scale like JV°. The JV dependence of the various terms follows from the naive 
diagrammatic analysis presented above, 

Ine crucial point is the following. As JV gets very large, each quark feels, 
in effect, the same average potential obtained from summing the 0 (1/JV) contri
butions from each of the other JV — 1 quarks, the 0(1/7V2) contributions from 
each of the other (JV — 1)(JV — 2)/2 quark pairs, etc. Fluctuations about this 
mean-field potential become increasingly negligible as JV -> oo. Thus in this limit 
the JV-quark spatial wavefunction »(xi,. . . , zjv) describing the ground state of the 
system should be written simply as a product 

K 

;=i 

of JV identical one-particle wavefunctions, each of which ia in the ground state of 
the mean potential; this is the Hartree approximation. 



Inserting this product ansatz into the Hamiitonian yields 

< *|H|» >= Nm-N ISx-^t'V** 

+ 5^(7?) I*' f *v4H*)*l*)<rto)*<3iW*(*.v) 
1 " •> ' (1.29) 

+ ..- + 0(JV°) 

The resulting eigenitate equation for 4/ is found by varying with respect to 4>' {*)• 

(1.30) 

+ ioje\(«) y d*» I <f*#*(»)«(»)0* W*(*)Vj(«,»,x) + • • • = eo*(x) 

with eo the average quark ground state energy. This self-consistent equation can 
be solved, in principle, by iteration, with the simplifying radial ansatz <j>[x) = 
^(|x|) which is surely true for the ground state wavefunction. For our purposes, 
the important feature of (1.30) is the simple observation that N has factored 
smoothly out of this equation, implying that the size and shape of the baryon 
are quantities of 0(N°)t in contrast to its mass. 

With this back-of-the-envelope apparatus we can "calculate** various scatter
ing processes as well. For example, baryon-antibaryonscattering can be described 
by a wavefunction 

It K 

*(*i *JV,»I sw)=n*( ii)ii u'to) ( u i ) 
i=i y=i 

which results in two coupled equations similar to (1.30) for ^ and u, N factoring 
out as before; likewise for baryon-baryon scattering. 

it 

Meson-baryon scattering can be described by introducing a meson wavefunc
tion u(x, u), with i the quark position and ythe antiquark position. Let us place 
the quark in the same spin-isospin state as the quarks of the baryon. Then, since 
these exhaust the available color degrees of freedom, the meson quark must be 
orthogonalized in position space: 

J dx4?(x)xi(x,v)=0. (1-32) 

We consider the meson-baryon wavehinction: 

K 
*JHB(*I s N + i , y ) = const, x £ ( - l ) " n * ( I < r ( 0 M I ' ' ( J » + » ) ' v ) ( L 3 3 l 

i=i 

where we have antisymmetrized the meson's quark with respect to the others 
by summing over permutations as indicated. (Color indices are suppressed as 
always,) Inserting t j j j into the Hamiitonian (1.27) yields 

< *MB\H|*MB >= (N + 2)m-N J^*'VV 

+ \tP(jf) f#xj <?«*' [*W*)*'(vW»)v*l*< V) 

- Jd3x J <Py±*'(x,v)(Vl + Vj)u(x,y) 

+ ^ J d*xj dV(* .yW*.y^Vj(* ,y) 

+ % • N I S?i f d=y I d»z0* W*(x)u* ( i , y)u(z, y) (V, (a, a) + V, (y, z)) + • • • 
J J (1-34) 

Here we have dropped the 3-body terms, and assumed the same force for qq, Jg 
and qq. 

From (1.34) one obtains the Schrodinger equations for the baryon and meson 
by varying with respect to #*(x) and u*(x,y), respectively. The key point is 



the following. It ii clear that for the buyon equation of motion, the leading 
terms, which are 0 (JV), are completely independent of the meson field u(x, y). In 
fact, we obtain just the "unperturbed" equation aa given by (1.30). In contrast, 
for the meson, the last line of (1.34) gives a nontrivial baryonic contribution 
to the equations of motion. We have confirmed the naive picture given earlier, 
according to which, for large JV, the baryon is impervious to the meson, while the 
meson scatters nontrivially from the baryon. What we have discovered is that 
the leading-order equation of motion for the meson ia a linear one. 

At (his point, we should pause to compare the qualitative picture of the large-
JV baryon with that obtained in the previous section. JV enters the Lagrangian 
[F.l) through /», which ~ vQv. We make the following points: 

1) The size and shape of the baryon in both pictures is independent of JV as 
JV —> oo. Indeed, from the chiral soliton point of view, the shape of the skyrmion 
emerges from the classical equations of motion obtained from (F.l), 

di(UtdiU) + • • • = 0 (1.35) 

which is manifestly JV-independent, since /» has been factored out. In the quark 
picture, the baryon is given as the self-consistent solution to an JV-ir dependent 
Hartree equation as typified by (1.30). Note that both kinds of equation are 
completely nonlinear. 

2) In contrast, the mass of the baryon is proportional to JV. We have con
firmed this in the quark picture by considering typical connected diagrams such 
as Fig. 3. In the soliton picture, the same conclusion emerges from Eq. (1.16). 

3) Baryon-baryon and baryon-antibaryonscattering in both pictures is deter
mined by complicated coupled nonlinear equations. We have convince:! ourselves 
of this in the quark picture. In a soliton approach, one starts by considering 
initial conditions in which the two solitons (or the soliton and antisoliton) are 
widely separated, and evolves them toward one another via Eq. (1.35). As is well 
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known, this is, In general, a highly nonlinear procedure which poses an enormous 
numerical challenge, even in 1 + 1 dimensions. 

4) In contrast, meson-baryon scattering, to leading order in 1/JV, is charac
terized by linear equations of motion for the meson in the baryon background. 
We have seen this explicitly in the context of the "heavy quark" model considered 
above. This characteristic is implicit in the soliton approach as well, as discussed 
in Section II. 1. 

The two seemingly orthogonal approaches to the baryon which we have con
sidered have converged into a remarkably self-consistent picture! It is known from 
't Hooft's analysis that, as JV -» co, QCD becomes better and better described 
as a theory, not of quarks and gluons, but of hadrons: mesons and glueballs."" 
Accordingly, CQCD can be replaced in this limit by an effective meson Lagrangian 
with an infinite number of fields, to which the Skyrme Lagrangian (1.17) can be 
thought of as a low-energy approximation. What we have discovered is that, on 
the one hand, baryons in large-JV have many of the properties one usually asso
ciates with solitons, and on the other hand, that effective Lagrangians such as 
(1.17) do in fact possess soliton solutions whose lowest-lying fermioni'*. excitations 
have / = J = { | , | } : precisely the quantum numbers of the nucleon and A. 

Another connr :tion between the two approaches is due to Manohar,'1'' who 
showed that all purely group-theoretic results (e.y., F/D ratios) obtained in 
the chiral soliton model are exactly the same as one would obtain in the naive 
large-JV quark model. The essence of his argument is easy to give for the case 
of two flavors. Consider the matrix element between initial and final soliton 
states, as given by Eqs. (1.21) and (1.26), of an irreducible tensor operator 6 
which transforms like \J,JM > and |/ , /« > under angular momentum and isospin, 
respectively. By the Wigner-Eckart theorem, the matrix element 

< *'|d|» > = J dA x&W 6 (A) x2.,(A) (1.36) 
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is proportional to the product of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 

< gi',\IRI.i. > < fi'ailJRJ.s. > (1-37) 

where the constant of proportionality, the "reduced matrix elemsnt," contains 
the relevant dynamical information about 0 but is independent of /* and J». 
By a "purely group-theoretic result" we mean one that does not depend on the 
details of this reduced matrix element, but only on the structure of (1.37). 

We would now like to repeat this little exercise in the naive large-JV quark 
model. Following Manohar, let us consider the JV-quark state 

*o = 2 - W - \u I -d T> |u I -d T> |u I -d T> • • • (1.38) 

This state is annihilated by / + / , so it is in fact the proper quark-model analog of 
the hedgehog configuration (1.2)! As in Eq. (1.18), we can likewise construct the 
states 9 A in which the iiodcublet (g) is rotated by an SU{2) matrix A relative to 
the spin doublet. Then, just as in the chiral soliton case, we can form "large-JV" 
nucleons and A's by considering a linear superposition of the &A\ weighted by 
the very same wavefunctions x(A) defined in (1.26). The matrix element of the 
quark-model analog of 0 is then given by: 

< * ' | 0 | * > = JdAJdA' x,?,', (A') X?.,,(A) < *M')I<3|*(A) > (1.39) 

Comparing (1.39) with (1.36) makes it clear what the difference is between 
the quark model and chiral soliton group theoretic approaches. The discrepancy 
is due to the fact that, in general, 

< *(A')\d\9(A) >gt 6(A~ A'), (1.40) 

in contradistinction to (1.20). What Manohar observed is the following. A typical 
operator 0 will be a sum of operators, each of which acts on only a finite number 
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of quarks at a time. As tf -» oo, the matrix element in (1.40) will thus contain 
a single-quark matrix element in which 6 doesn't enter, raised to a very large 
power. For A' 4- A, this single-quark matrix element will be given by some 
number cos 8 less than unity, whose Jfth power tends to zero. Hence, as N —• co, 
we find 

< *(A')|5|»(A) > — . S(A - A'), (1.41) 

and the chiral soliton and quark model results (so far as group theory goes) 
coincide! 

In summary, we have good reason to believe that—insofar as a large-JV anal
ysis is sensible—the physics obtained from a soliton picture of the baryon will be 
surprisingly close to what one would obtain from the quark model. 
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II. SYSTEMATICS OF nN SCATTERING 
IN CHIRAL SOLITON MODELS 

In this chapter we shall examine some implications of the chiral soliton picture 
of nucleons for the real world. At leading order in 1/JV, this approach will be 
shown to imply a set of energy-independent linear relations between pion-nucleon 
scattering amplitudes in various channels of isospin and angular momentum, as 
recently noted by Hayashi et al."" in their analysis of JTJV scattering in the Skyrme 
model. These relations can be used, for example, to express the isospin-§ irW 
elastic scattering amplitudes as linear combinations of the isospin-! amplitudes 
in the same partial wave. Similar relations will be shown to hold for the process 
irN —• JTA. We shall find that in Nature these relations seem to be satisfied 
fairly well for moat partial waves. Furthermore we shall argue that the handful of 
channels for which the relations are grossly disobeyed are precisely the ones most 
sensitive to higher-order corrections, which we have not attempted to calculate. 

In addition, we shall see that the soliton interpretation of baryons provides 
a coherent framework for understanding some general features of the irJV -»ltN 
partial wave amplitudes. In particular it offers a simple explanation for a surpris
ingly consistent pattern that emerges for when the four independent amplitudes 
in a given partial wave L are compared: namely, the amplitudes corresponding 
to (J, J) = (j,X — j) or (|,2# 4- 5) are characterized by much bigger excursions 
through the unitarity circle than those with {I, J) = ( J , £ + J ) or ( | , L - j ) . (Here 
/ and J denote the total isospin and angular momentum of the pion-nucleon sys
tem.) Furthermore, the chiral soliton picture gives an intuitive understanding 
for why the &-, P- and IP-waves are characterized both by enormous, low-lying 
resonances in some channels and marked repulsive behavior near threshold in 
others (this point will be made clear in Chapter III}. 

We begin our exposition in Section II.1 with a general discussion of irJV 
scattering in the large-TV limit. Here we set out our approximations and justify 
them as appropriate to a systematic analysis to leading order in 1/7V. In Section 
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II.2, we employ these approximations to derive the general structure of the spin-
and isospin-dependence of rf amplitudes implied by the 1/JV expansion. Our 
results agree with those obtained in Ref. 18 by somewhat diiferent means; the 
lengthier derivation given here has the advantage of highlighting the various 
points at which we invoke the large-N approximation, which we hope will help 
pave the way for a higher-order calculation. We recover the linear relations of Ref. 
18 for elastic scattering and present new relations among partial wave amplitudes 
for the process a-JV —* xA . Finally, in Sections n.3 and H.4, we apply these 
relations to the experimentally determined partial wave amplitudes, considering 
irN -» JTJV and irN —• T A , respectively. 

1. Assumptions, Approximations, and Apologies 

Most of the approximations we will make relate in one way or another to 
the large-TV expansion. Our major approximation will be that of deriving the 
jrTV —* r. TV and *N —* *A amplitudes from the lowest-order pion propagator in 
the (appropriately rotated) soliton background, ignoring all loop contributions to 
the two-point function. Loop diagrams necessarily contain 3-meson, 4-meson or 
higher-order vertices which are damped by increasingly higher powers of / , ~ 
N~i. Consequently, all loop contributions to the propagator are suppressed by 
at least one power of N and can therefore be disregarded in our loweat-order 
treatment. The resulting Euler-Lagrange equations of motion for the pion field 

ill *-e linear, in agreement with Witten's result from large-TV 0.CD, as discussed 
in Section 1.2. 

The fact that the bare pion propagator has enough structure to lead to non-
trivial scattering is noteworthy and deserves some comment. On the one hand, 
this should be expected from the soliton picture, since meson-aoliton scattering 
normally appears at zeroth order in a weak-coupling expansion. On the other 
hand, this fact implies that, in large-JV, baryon resonances are not at all the 
counterparts of excited mesons. As noted in Chapter I, the widths of all excited 
mesons vanish like TV-1 as N -» oo. Among the baryons found in Nature, how-
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ever, only the nucleon and delta (and perhaps a handful of others: see Section 
m.2) appear ae sharply deGned states in this limit. Higher-mass baryons cannot 
be identified with narrow states; they appear only as resonances above threshold 
in the various channels of pion-micleon scattering. The widths of these baryons 
are determined by the motion of the *N phase shifts in the relevant partial waves; 
since the equations for jrJV scattering have a definite, finite large-JV limit, both 
the widths and the excitation energies of these resonances will be of order JV°, 

This picture contrasts sharply with the quark model description of baryon 
resonances. One may think of the quark model as representing the leading term 
in a nonrelativistic approximation to the baryon and meson states. In this limit, 
unlike that of large N, the baryon resonances appear as eigenstates of a Hamilto-
nian and hence are stable to lowest order. The first nonzero contribution to their 
widths arises from the corrections to this approximation involving the creation 
of extra quark-antiquark pairs. 

The major limitation of our lowest-order large-N analysis is that it is appro
priate only to elastic or quasielastic nN scattering. Multiple production of pionB 
is formally suppressed by powers of l//v*; nevertheless, in Nature it becomes the 
dominant feature of 7tN scattering at high energies. Our analysis, on the other 
hand, allows a pion to scatter inelastically from a nucleon only by producing a 
rotationally excited state of the soliton. This may be a delta, with / = J = | , 
or a specific higher excitation, peculiar to chiral soliton models, with I = J — | , 
as discussed further in Section 11.2. 

Our second approximation will consist of ignoring the rotation of the soli
ton during the scattering process. As we reviewed in Chapter I, nudeons and 
deltas correspond in the chiral soliton models to rotating solitons"" of angular 
momentum J* = •'(•' + 1), with « = 5 and i = | , respectively. The nucleon-delta 
mass-difference is then simply due to to the rotational kinetic energy term J 2 / 2 J, 
where I denotes the moment of inertia of the soliton. Since 1 ~ N this mass 
splitting is a 1/N effect. The rotational frequency of the soliton is then given by 
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w = J11, which likewise vanishes like 1/N for large JV, thereby justifying our 
approximation in this limit. 

This argument might not appear particularly compelling when applied to 
the real world, where N = 3. However one can reverse the above relations and 
solve for a in terms of mjv and ma; the result is a = fJ(n»& — n»jv). The 
ratio of the time it takes a pion of velocity v to cross the charge radius JZ of 
a nucleon to the period of rotation of the nucleon viewed as a soliton is then 
(ti/e)"1 [wR/2x) <» H f " / " ) - 1 ' while the corresponding ratio in the case of the 
delta is roughly £ ( v / e ) - 1 . Thus our approximation appears to be a reasonable 
one for JT/V -» JTJV except near threshold, whereas for irJV —» TTA it is somewhat 
more severe. 

Finally, we will ignore both the deformation and the recoil of the soliton. 
This, too, is formally justified for large JV, since in this limit the baryon is much 
more massive than the pion. But in Nature this would seem to be a drastic 
assumption if one wants to ^o up to typical resonance energies, say 1700 MeV. 
Curiously, the linear relations among xN —> TTJV scattering amplitudes work bet
ter and better for higher energies for a reason that has nothing to do with the 
validity of the large N limit; we will discuss this point in Section II.3. But it 
is remarkable that in the Skyrme-mc-"..-1 calculation of Chapter III, in which the 
same approximations are invoked, locations of resonances of very high mass (up 
to 3 GeV) are, if anything, obtained more accurately than for the lighter ones. 

For ;rJV —» JTA this last approximation is even harder to justify. In that case, 
the linear relations derived in Section n.2 are only valid on an unphysical line 
in momentum space fur which, not only are the initial and final baryons both at 
rest, but in addition the raomenta of the incoming and outgoing pions are equal. 
When the final baryon is a nucleon we can get arbitrarily close to this line by 
considering pions sufficiently near threshold, but this is obviously not the case 
when the final baryon is a delta. 
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2. Derivation of Linear Relations 

We begin our analysis of pion-nucleon scattering from Skyrme*s assumption 
that the eolitons associated with the Lagrangian F.l have the hedgehog form: 

l/„(i) = ««•«•* (H.1) 

As discussed in Chapter I, if F(r) tends to 0 as r —» oo and to x as r —* 0, 
this defines a configuration with topological charge equal to unity—a baryon. 
This configuration is maximally symmetric in the sense that, although it is not 
invariant with respect to isospin or spatial rotations separately, it is invariant 
under a combination of space and isospace rotations. 

We shall use the symbols * and 5*to denote the isospin and angular momentum 
of the baryon alone, and reserve / and J for the pion-baryon system, i.e., / = 
i+ T(pion) and / = a + L{pion). In this language, the soliton is transformed 
both by ? and by t, but is preserved by i + a. We shall see the significance 
of this peculiar symmetry in a little while, when we consider the expansion of 
t about the chiral soliton and identify the fluctuations with pions; the result 
is that the pion wavefunctions decompose into eigenstates of the operator K = 
/(pion) + L{pion). 

Of course, U0 as it stands is not a suitable candidate for a nudeon or delta; 
this is because physical baryons are characterized by definite values of t and S 
individually. One obtains a state with the correct quantum numbers by intro
ducing collective coordinates A(t), as reviewed in Section 1.1. Note that the 
wavefunctions x(-4) given in Eq. (1.26) are really only appropriate for baryons 
at rest; however, as we have discussed in Section 11.1, we plan in any event to 
neglect the baryon'0 recoil in the scattering process. 

We shall represent pion field fluctuations about the classical soliton by letting 

F(r)f - . F(r)r + -?-#(£, () (II.2) 
h 

in the exponent of (II.1). Expanding Eq. F.l in powers of the pion field yields 
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an action 

S = - Idim* + f d'x*i'{x)iii*>{x) + 0(»'//,), (H.3) 

where tn, is the mass of the soliton and i and j are isospin indices that we shall 
think of as running over (1,2,3) or (+,0,—) as convenient. L is accordingly a 
3 x 3 matrix of differential operators formed from various products of dj,d?,?,' 
and 6{j. That is, 

£;y = Gi (T)Sij + G»(r)ci,9? + G s M ^ a f -t-G^r) r,d,- + G6(r)r;6V + • • • (II.4) 

with the Gjb(r) being, in general, horrible, model-dependent functions of the 
soliton profile F(r) and its derivatives. We note that, with no loss of generality, 
L can be chosen uniquely to be •elf-adjoint. Aa discussed in Section n.l , we shall 
henceforth neglect all 0 (* 3 / /») terms in keeping with our lowest-order approach. 

We can now imagine constructing the pion propagator ^ ' ( z * , ! ' ) ^ ! , * ) ^ in 
the soliton background by the following procedure: The pion field is expanded 
in terms of a complete set of appropriately normalized eigt. Junctions ^ ( x , t ) 
satisfying 

£ i 3 ^ = a(A)Vi (11.5) 

The propagator is then given, somewhat schematically, by 

{Ax>Hx))^mm. ( n . e ) 
The 'nought' on the propagator will serve to remind us that (II.6) represents 
pion-scattering from a fixed soliton in its standard orientation (n.l). 

It is obvious how to generalize this formula to the case of a rotated soliton 
UA as defined in Eq. (1.18). Pion fluctuations are naturally incorporated by 
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letting F(r)P1(A)t -» f(rJP'JiiJf + £»(£,«) as before. This results in £ - • 

We should point out that this step assumes the rotation A to be time-independent; 
thus, it Is valid only in the limit in which the soliton does not rotate significantly 
during the scattering process. This approximation was justified in Section II. 1 
as arising from the l/N expansion. 

It is now a simple matter to express in this framework the Green's functions 
for the "real-world" processes irN —• icN and xN —*• JTA . If we represent the 
initial and final baryons by the wavcfunctions x* , (A) and x?',< W» respectively, 
then the Green's functions are given by 

< W ) = J'dAX^{A)DHA)im {>"V>„ Px(A)-}xtM) (n-8) 

= ji?V(2fl + l)(2fi'+l)E<"m ' r"). 
mn 

x f dA(t>K(A)e'lf)iMDl[A)imPi[^i^P''^)-l)..i. 

where we have substituted the explicit expressions for the baryon wavefunctions 
given in Eq. (1.26). 

It turns out that the A-integration in Eq. (U.8) can be carried out explic
itly. The most compact expression for the Green's function is then obtained 
by projecting the initial and final pion-baryon states onto states of definite total 
isospin and angular momentum \1IJJZ). (/and / a r e of course conserved in the 
scattering process.) Fallowing convention, we further restrict the incoming and 
outgoing pious to partial waves L and L\ respectively, while the initial and final 
baryons are characterized by spin (and isospin) R and R' as before. These steps 
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Fig* C. Relation of tne aix couplad angular momanta in either 
the initial or the anal atata of ploa.etynDlon aeattarlns 

are carried out in detail in Appendix A. The appropriately projected pion Green's 
functions, which we label G i i , . f iB' / / ( r t i '*'')• a r e t n e n given by an expression of 
the form: 

vTJ = £ PlVRRtlK • KKVL(rt\ r't') (H.9) 

The meanings of the terms on the right-hand side of this expression are 
as follows: gjf:L'/,(r:;i''i') is the "reduced" radial Green's function describing 
elastic pion-sc&ttering frcm the "elementary*1 soliton (II.l), where the incoming 
and outgoing pious are restricted to partial waves L and £', respectively; this 
restriction leaves a purely radial ^r&ttering problem. The index K denotes the 
conserved quantum number of this elementary*1 process, which is the vectorial 
sum K = I{pion) + L{pion). Note that, by the triangle inequality, K is restricted 
to the values maxflX - 1|, \V - 1|) < K < min(Z + 1, V + 1). Finally, the P-
symbols are group-theoretic coefficients calculated in Appendix A; 

PLURR>,JK = ( - i ) * - V ( M + i)(aiP + i ) (ur + 1 ) { * " , } { K

R " X } • 
(11.10) 



The appearance of 6/-symbols in this expression is quite natural, since, as 
indicated in Fig. 6, the problem in both the entering and the exiting icN channels 
is characterized by six intertwined angular momenta. Explicit formulas for the 
P-symbols relevant to rN —> *N and *N -* tfA axe presented in Appendix B. 
Note that all the model dependence arising from the details of the Lagrangian 
F.l is subsumed in the quantities gxi'L; the P-symbols, in contrast, depend only 
on the hedgehog nature of the chiral soli ton. 

Since Sj-symbols embody various triangle inequalities, the same is true for 
the P-symbols. Specifically, the seven triads (fllJ), (H'l/), [RLJ), (R'L'J), 
{LlK)t {L'lK) and {UK) must each satisfy the triangle inequality in order for 
the P-symbol not to vanish (cf. Fig. 6). Of these triads, the first four merely 
express the obvious bounds on the total isospin and angular momentum formed 
from a baryon of spin and isospin R (or Rr) and a pion with orbital angular 
momentum L (or £'). 

As for {LlK) and (Z/l/f), these reflect the existence of the conserved vector 
K in processes in which a pion scatters off an elementary soli ton. Indeed Eq. 
(II.9) can best be regarded as an expansion of the physical processes nN —* itN or 
TTN —*• ar A in terms of these elementary channels, each labeled by its own value 
of K. The emergence of this new quantum number as a quantity of physical 
import is of course peculiar to models that admit solitons of the form given in 
Eq. (U.l). The final triad {UK) is something of a surprise. (In fact it is the only 
one of the seven triangle inequalities not already manifest in the Clebsch-Gordon 
coefficients of Eq. (A.9), which is the penultimate formula in the derivation of 
(II.9).) In practice, it frequently serves to e'iroinate one of the (typically three) 
elementary channels associated with fixed K which would normally be expected 
to contribute to a given (7, J, L) channel of physical pion-baryon scattering. 

Despite these restrictions it turns out that Eq. (11.10) does not prohibit any 
xN or JT A processes otherwise allowed by parity, isospin, and angular momentum. 
For example, [LlK) and (L'lK) taken together forbid jumps in pion angular 
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momentum greater than two; but A£ > 3 is in any event excluded by parity 
and/or angular momentum conservation. 

The relation (11.0) for Green's functions can be immediately converted to 
a relation for S-matrix elements by moving onto the pion mass-shell and ex
tracting the pole term on each side of this equation. Modulo the extrapolation 
from an unphysical region in momentum-Bpace as discussed in Sec. II.1, these 
manipulations do not change the form of the relation, and we have: 

SLVRR'TIs+ (R'TJ^ETSLY = £ PWRR-IJK • *KIJL- (H.11) 
K 

We will refer to the %KVL as the reduced S-matrix. Notice that a resonance in 
some elementzry channel [KLL') manifests itself in TTJV scattering as a family 
of resonances coupling to that value of K. It is thus appropriate in the chiral 
soliton picture to classify resonances according to K. This scheme replaces the 
conventional 51/(6) (or, in the 2-flavor case, SU(4)) classification of baryon reso
nances. We should recall, though, that these resonances should not be considered 
narrow, so that one may not ignore background contributions from other values 
of K coupling to the same physical partial wave amplitude. 

As a check on (11.11) let us verify the unitarity condition 

+ MO" = £ + W > 0 " WO". (H.i2) 
* 

where \\[>)° runs over a complete set of states at an intermediate time. Accordingly 
we rewrite the reduced S-matrix as 

•KVL = »ilL =+ {KL'\KL)- (11.13) 

and insert 

£ |iJ"/JL")° °{R"IJL"\ (11.14) 
R"i" 
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into (11.11). Taking advantage of the fact that 

5 3 PLVBBfIJK'PvVRfiBfIlK = £KK'PLL'RK'1JK (11.15) 
B" 

(which holds BO long as the triad (L"1K) satisfies the triangle inequality), we 

obtain the constraint 

£ PLL-MVIJK • (»ti,L ~ E •K,UV*KWL) = "• ( n i 6 ) 
K V 

where we have act + (KL'\KL")° = i ^ v v n etc. From this we can draw the 
reassuring conclusion that if the reduced 5-matruc obeys (11.12) (as surely it 
must), then the physical amplitudes are guaranteed to do so as well. 

Note, however, that it is generally necessary to include the "exotic" baryons 
with R" > 3/2 called for by the model among the states of the complete set 
(11.14). This should not be surprising; the chiral soliton model contains a state 
of spin and isospin | as the second rotational excitation of the nucleon, and 
there is no selection rule forbidding the production of this baryon in isospin-f irN 
scattering, via the process jrJV -* irBi. By analogy with the rigid rotor, the mass 
of this baryon would satisfy (m« - mti)/[m& - mn) = §, or m« =; 1720 MeV. 
Of course, in Nature there is no such state narrow enough to be distinguished. 
It is nevertheless conceivable that a very broad »' = s = § resonance exists. 
Presumably it would decay mostly into As- and would therefore show up obliquely 
in Nature as an enhancement of the AJTJT final state in pion-nucleon scattering. 

The obvious benefit of Eq. (11.11) iE that it decomposes a large number of 
physical scattering amplitudes in terms of a substantially smaller set of reduced 
amplitudes. Consequently it is possible to eliminate the latter and be left with 
nontrivial energy-independent linear relations between physical amplitudes. Be
fore doing so, however, we pause briefly to take note of two general constraints 
on the the reduced amplitude IKL'L- First of all, parity conservation together 
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with the triangle inequalities discussed above for (UK) and (L'lK) imply that 
either L = V or L = V ± 2 . Secondly, it follows from time-reversal invariance 
and unitarlty that the S-matrix is symmetric:'"1 

•KM = s/fLI'. (H-17) 

Bearing these constraints in mind, we can now straightforwardly find linear com
binations of the left-hand side of (n. l l ) so that the model-dependent right-hand 
side cancels out. 

We focus first on the case *N -»JTJV ; in OUT notation this implies I — L' 
and R = B' = | . We choose to solve for the I = \ amplitudes in terms of those 
with I =\. From the explicit formulas for the .P-symbols as given in Appendix 
B one obtains: 

3L + 3 „ 

(H.18)f> 

and 

These relations were also derived in Ref. IS. 

For *N -* irA we can have either L - V or L = V ± 2 consistent with 

angular momentum conservation. For L = V we find: 

4{L-1) 
S "}33.i-J = yio(2i, + l)'S"l*i.i-l 

V ' (I1.19> 

L-MI 
, + i v 

2£ + 1 V 10L 
1)(2£ + 3)(2L-1) 



a n d likewise 

<! 3 JL(2L + 3){2L^i) 
b"H§.*+* -2IT1V io(L + i) S " i ! i ^ - i 

_ 4 ( £ + 2 ) _ 

while for L = V ± 2 we obtain the simple proportionality relations 

Vi> + i - s L | L + J i , , i i L + . = —v/io(i +1) • s L > £ + J i . . . > L + . 

(n.i9)6 

= - v ^ T + 2 - S ^ ^ . j ^ . = \ / i0 (L + 2) • S £ + 2 ( L . | . > i + . 
(11.20) 

Finally, for each L there is one additional linear relation which serves to relate 
irN —» JTJV to jrJV - • JTA : 

, 1 (n.21) 

(Note that this relation depends on the phase convention of the delta wavefunc-
tions vis-a-vis the nucleons.) 

We turn now to an examination of how well these relations are obeyed in 
Nature. 

3. Comparison with Experiment: xN —» wN 

We focus first on the process JTJV —»jrJV . Elastic TTN scattering in the low-
enpr^y ? J •" has boor, the subject of thorough crj- '.mental investigation. Our 
analysis in this section relies on the data compilation of Hohler, et a/., in 
which a complete partial-wave analysis of elastic itN scattering is presented for 
center-of-mass energies W up to 4.5 GeV. For elastic scattering the relevant linear 
relations are given by Eq. (11.18) , which expresses the two isospin-| amplitudes 
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Fig. 7. Experimentally determined I=\ partial-wave amplitude* for rN elaitic teatterrag, plotted 

together with the linear combination! of I=\ amplitudes which ehould reproduce them if Eq. n.18 u 

valid. The I=\ amplitude* are Indicated by aolid line*, the T= j combination! by dotted linee. We have 

need the value* of theee amplitude* preaented in Ref. 24. 

as linear combinations of the two isospin-5 amplitudes in the same partial wave. 
We now examine the experimental validity of these relations. 

In Fig. 7, we display the experimental isospin-§ TJV scattering amplitudes for 
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Fig. 7, coat. 

L < 7 juxtaposed with those particular linear combinations of isospin-1 ampli
tudes to which they are predicted to correspond; these are indicated by solid and 
dashed lines, respectively. The closeness of these comparisons can be considered 
a model-independent test, not only of the chiral-soliton description of baryons, 
but also of the extent to which a lowest-order analysis in the 1/7V expansion can 
be trusted to give a reasonable description of Nature. We should point out that, 
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in keeping with tradition, our Argand plots depict the r-matrix; this is related 
to the 5-matrix via T = ^(S — 1), with 1 denoting the identity operator on 
the Hilbert space (which vanishes for inelastic scattering). The most striking 
feature of the graphs taken as a whole is the substantial qualitative agreement 
that one finds between theory and experiment, particularly for L > 3 (f-waves 
and higher). On a quantitative level, it turns out that, with few exceptions, 
the actual / = | resonances are typically more massive by 150-300 MeV than 
predicted by the superposed I = \ amplitudes. This systematic splitting is pre
sumably caused by the same rotational energy contribution that is responsible 
for the nucleon-delta mass difference; since this is a \jN effect, it does not, in
deed cannot, emerge in our lowest-order analysis. In contrast, it is apparent 
on the whole that the shapes of the resonances are correctly predicted by Eq. 
(11.18), and that the form of the backgrounds are reproduced quite satisfacto
rily. The correlation between the detailed structure of the F3j resonance and the 
corresponding linear combination TJ-FIS + fiFn a particularly remarkable. Note 
that the background contributions tend to be given correctly even in those low-L 
channels such as P33 for which the structure of the resonances is not reproduced 
well. 

Having noted the generally high degree of agreement, it is of course important 
to confront the disappointing results in the Ssi, -P33 and D35 channels. It turns 
out that the poor agreement in these channels is not necessarily fatal to the chiral 
soliton ansatz. To see this, note that in each case the discrepancies are clearly the 
greatest near threshold. Now, it is a property of all chiral soliton models in which 
the soliton is of the hedgehog form that the threshold behavior of the S-, P- and 
Z>-wave amplitudes (and only these amplitudes) is extremely sensitive to small 
perturbations. This point will be argued at length in Chapter III; the upshot 
is that it is completely unrealistic to expect a lowest-order calculation in l/N 
such as ours to yield good agreement near threshold for the S-, P- and D-wave 
amplitudes. We find it encouraging that these are the only partial waves which 
are in serious disaccord with Eq. (11.18) at low energies, and furthermore, that 
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at higher energies (albeit still in the resonance region) the agreement markedly 
improves. 

! 2 3 
AW (GeV) 

Fig. S. SpMd of motion \dT/4W\ of tht predicted Pea wN tlutle .during unplltud., Pl^*=iPn-\-

$Pu. AW U taa «n.rfjr kbov. ttttwtold (1077 M.V). 

As evidence for this latter claim, consider Fig. 8, where we have plotted the 
speed of motion \dT/dW\ of our prediction for the P33 partial wave amplitude 
as a function of the excitation energy AW; the maxima of the speed should give 
the positions of resonances. In Nature, this channel is characterized by three 
resonances, at 1232,1522 and 1868 MeV. Our prediction likewise gives evidence 
of three resonances, at 1360, 1780 and 2140 MeV; the shifts fro) Nature are 
of the order of l/JV corrections. The discrepancies at low energitd evident in 
the juxtaposed graphs in this channel can be traced to the large difference in 
elasticity between the A(1232), in the true Pa channel, and the 'Roper resonance' 
Ai(M10), which contributes to the compVijon curve. Now, elasticity factors 
are measures of the phase-space of available decay modes; consequently, near 
thresholds they are extremely sensitive to small shifts in mass, and hence, to 
higher-order 1/N effects. We conclude that the agreement obtained in the P33 
channel is as good as can reasonably be expected in a lowest-order treatment. 
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Before leaving the discussion of discrepancies in the low-lying partial waves, 
we should address the subject of the apparent violation of Weinberg's well-known 
calculation'"' of the 5-wave scattering-lengths* o / = j and o / = 1 . The prediction 
is 

« / = . - - 2 a / = | _ — — - p — , (IJ.22) 

which, in particular, correctly implies that the iBospin-| and isospin-f 5-wave 
amplitudes should exhibit attractive and repulsive behavior, respectively, near 
threshold. In contrast, the chiral-soliton prediction emerging from Eq. (11.18) b 
is that these amplitudes should be identically equal to one another! This is all the 
more puzzling in light of the result'11' that chiral soliton models must necessarily 
obey all soft-pion theorems, of which Weinberg's is a notable example. 

Actually, there is no contradiction. To see this, recall that the equality of 
the amplitudes implied by (II.18)b is only valid to order N°. To this order, as 
we shall discuss in Chapter 111, there are 5-channel poles that sit precisely on 
the real axis at the nucleon mass (where they have actually coalesced with zeroes 
of the 5-znatrix). Now, by elementary trigonometry, a phase-shift evaluated at 
a given value of energy is roughly proportional to the imaginary part of the 
nearby pole; this implies that, to lowest order, both aI=i and aIx* must vanish 
identically. And indeed, the right-hand side of Eq. (11.22) is manifestly of order 
1/N, with the result that Weinberg's prediction is trivially satisfied to order N°, 
A nontrivial consistency check, then, must await a higher-order calculation. 

We should comment further on the striking agreement apparent in all the 
channels depicted in Fig. 7 in the high-energy limit. Actually this agreement is 
something of an accident: in Nature, the four independent amplitudes in each 
partial wave become virtually degenerate at high energies (typically, W £ 2800 
MeV), with the result that Eq. (11.18) is satisfied automatically. What we 

* Recall that ihe 5-wave 7*-matrix ia related to the Mattering length a near threthold via 
T = jj(exp(2ioJt) — 1), where k ia the pion momentum. 



have, then, u in essence no more than a pleasing consistency check on our linear 
relations* , 

In fact, one can argue that the 1/JV expansion is no longer appropriate at 
high energies. In this regime, the irJV total cross section is dominated by mul
tiple production of pions. The elastic amplitude (which becomes characterized 
more and more by forward scattering) then arises as the shadow of this multiple 
production via the optical theorem. In the language of Regge theory, the elastic 
amplitude is dominated by Pomeron exchange. The couplings of the Fomeran 
are independent of spin and isospln orientation; this accounts for the degeneracy 
mentioned above. In any case, it is clear that these couplings, arising as they do 
from multiple pion production, depend simultaneously on many orders in 1/JV. 
Consequently, where the Pomeron dominates, a teading-order 1/N analysis is 
necessarily inadequate. It is therefore not surprising that explicit calculations of 
the partial-wave amplitudes in the specific case of the Skyrme model grossly un
derestimate the inelasticity of irN scattering in all partial waves at high energy, 
as we shall see in the following chapter. 

We turn, finally, to what we consider the moet compelling argument in favor 
of the chili] soliton ansatz that can be gleaned from an analysis of pion-nucleon 
scattering. We have just seen that, as the center-of-mass energy W —» oo, the four 
independent amplitudes corresponding to *ach partial wave approach a common 
limit. However, for intermediate ranges of energy this is decidedly not the case. In 
fact, when one restricts W to be < 2.5 GeV the experimental Argand plots exhibit 
a strikingly consistent pattern: for each value of £ , the excursion of the amplitude 
into the unitarity circle is nearly always much larger for the (/, J) = (| , L - | ) 
or ( § , L + J ) channels than for ( | , £ + | ) or ( § , £ - \). We will refer to this as 
the "big-small-small-big" pattern. This pattern is even more pronounced if, for 
each L, one considers energies ranging up the 'natural' scale characterizing the 

t It ehould be mentioned, however, that for the majority of channeli the agreemet*? Li thii 
region U doeer by 30 - 5095 than what one would expect from comparing io a "random" 
(convex) linear combination. 
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resonance region of that partial wave (a precise determination of these 'natural* 

scales is unimportant). Certainly in a case such as this a picture is worth a 

thousand words; we present the relevant pictures in Fig. 9. (Not surprisingly, 

the only exception to the rule is in the recalcitrant JD35 channel; also, the G t 9 

amplitude is as large as the 639.) 

Clearly, this pattern of size alternation is consistent with Eqs. (II.18)a and 

(II.18)b, since, in these equations, the (§ ,£ — j) and ( | ,L + 5) amplitudes are 

linked by large coefficients to the ( | , L +• | ) and (^, L — j) amplitudes, respec

tively. But of course, the reversed pattern, with the 'small' and 'big' channels 

interchanged, would have been equally consistent. For a more compelling argu

ment, one must necessarily go beyond the purely group-theoretic reasoning that 

led to (11.18) and add a single plausible dynamical assumption. 

To this end, let us return to Eq. (11.11), in which the physical xN —»irJV 

amplitudes in the £th partial wave are expressed as linear combinations of the 

'reduced' amplitudes IKLL with K — L — 1,L,L + 1. Now, in the specific case 

of the Skyrme model, it turns out that the variation of BL+I^L away from unity 

is essentially negligible compared to that of 'L-LLL and *LI.L for energies less 

than 2.S MeV, as we shall see in Chapter III. Certainly it is not unreasonable 

to assume that this continues to be true for the 'optimal' two-flavor effective 

Lagrangian, especially in light of the relatively high degree of success with which 

the Skyrme model will be shown to reproduce the full spectrum of nucleon and 

delta resonances in Nature. If accordingly we make the dynamical assumption 

that »t+i,LL M 1 throughout the relevant energy ranges (ignoring inelasticities 

for the sake of simplicity) and represent the physical amplitude S £ i i • JJ more 

compactly as SLIJy then Eq. (II.ll) becomes: 
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Fig. 9. Motto* of tao vuiou wtt scattering ampUtades la Iki inltarlty cijclt, over a range of IV from 
threshold into the resonance region In that channel. 
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SH,L-i ~ 1 = — 3 ^ — • ( ' i - l . i l . - I ) - * " - j j ~ • ( « t l l - 1) . 

(11.23) 

sM.t-j - 1 = ^LQL+I)^ •<«-»•« ~1) + iJrir • ( , t " - 1 } -
2/j — 1 2£ + 3 

s L | . t + j " 1 = i £ ^ 2 • (•*•->."- ») + gi+"6 " ( , i " ~ 1)-

The pattern of alternating sue now emerges as an automatic consequence of the 
group theory: it is simply due to the relatively small coefficients in the middle 
two equations of (11.23) as compared to the outer two! A further prediction of 
these expressions is that f of the two 'big* amplitudes, S^i L _ i should dominate 
Sri i^i—and, with the single exception of the P-channels, this is also apparent 
in Fig. 9. 

4. Comparison with Experiment: jr/V —» *-A 

We conclude this chapter with a brief examination of the inelastic process 
irJV -> T A in the chiral soliton framework. We should remark at the outset that 
this process constitutes a much more tenuous proving ground for the chiral soliton 
ansatz than the elastic case: On the one hand, the extraction of partial-wave 
amplitudes from experiment requires a nontrivial and model-dependent analysis 
to disentangle IT A from a variety of other final states such as pN, etf and irJV*. On 
the other hand, from a theoretical point of view, several of the approximations we 
have invoked in the derivation of the linear relations become substantially more 
drastic in the inelastic case, as we have discussed in Section 111. Throughout 
this section we draw from the recent partial-wave analysis of Manley et al.'"' ; 
the *A data presented there is restricted to IV < 2 GeV and L < 3.* 

* The analysis of rcf. 14 presents the values of the putiaJ.wa.vt amplitude! derived from aa 
energy-independent analysis and a anitary, energy-dependent fit to this values. Because 
the directly extracted amplitudes are often sparse and erratic, we have chosen to use the 
fit in melting our comparison. This fit is generally a good representation of the elementary 
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We begin by looking at processes in which the pion jumps two units of angular 
momentum. From Eq. (11.20) we predict simple proportionality relations between 
partial-wave amplitudes: 

SDU = -y/2 • DSis = -y/W • SD31 = \/20 • DS33 (II.24)o 

and 

FPlB = -y/W • FP3B. (n.24)6 

These relations are checked in Fig. 10. For the SD and DS waves, the agreement 
is not impressive. The relative signs of the four amplitudes are predicted correctly, 
but there is no evidence for the factor of y/I6 which connects the first and second 
pairs of terms in Eq. (II.24)a. One should note, of course, that these channels 
all couple to the translation zero-modes. For the FP waves, which do not, the 
agreement is quite satisfactory, up to the customary 150-200 MeV energy shift 
between the isospin-| and the isospin-| amplitudes. 

We turn next to processes for which the initial and final pion angular mo
menta are equal. In both the D- and F-waves, the partial-wave amplitudes for 
three out of the four possible channels could be resolved from the data in the 
analysis of Ref. 14. These triplets of amplitudes are predicted to obey the rela
tions: 

DD°* - JJm •DDl3+sh/r DDl* ( n 2 5 ) o 

and 

FFsr = i ^ ' F F l 5 + l \ l ' FF3B~ (n'25^ 6N/6 

In Fig. 11 we have displayed the experimental DD33 and FF37 amplitudes (in
dicated by solid lines) juxtaposed with the appropriate linear combinations die-

data, but one should note that there are some large deviations, for example, in the SDS1 

and PP33 partial waves, 
t The notation is LL'7! i J t with L and V the incoming and outgoing pion angular momenta, 

respectively. 
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by comparison of FPu to -VlO-FPu. In each case, the first-named amplitude is represented by the 

solid curve. Here and in Figs. 11 and 12, we have uted the values of these amplitudes corresponding to 

the fits presented by Re?. 14. 

tated by (11.25) (dotted lines). Although in the first instance (where again there 
is mixing with the translational mode) the shape of the Argand plot is reasonably 
rendered, the predicted curve is obviously too big by roughly a factor of four. 
In the second case, however, as for F-waves in general, the agreement is quite 
respectable. 

Unfortunately, out of the four possible PP processes, only PPn and PP33 
were considered by Manley, et al., to be adequately determined by the data. 
This makes it impossible for us to test the validity of Eq. (11.19) for this case. 
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If, however, we assume the PP1S amplitude to be small, Eq. (II.19)b suggests 
that the PPn and PP„ amplitudes will have the same sign; this is indeed what 
is observed experimentally. 

We turn, finally, to Eq. (11.21), which links the processes xN ~* xN and 
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?rJV —> % A . The relations which follow from (11.21) may be expressed in several 

different ways, by combining this equation with the relations (11.18) and (11.19) 

already discussed. For example, one may obtain: 
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^=(Pn - -Pis) = \ PP* -1 • PPn; (n.26)0 

~={Fu ~ F17) = | • FF3i + y | • FF37. (II.26)c 

The left- and right-hand sides of these equations are compared in Fig. 12; they 
are indicated by solid and dotted lines, respectively. The comparisons are typical 
among the choices which we have examined, though different choices yield curves 
of very different size. In making this comparison, it is also necessary to choose 
a convention for relating energies in irJV —> IT A to those in jrJV —»jrJV . It is not 
clear to us to us whether it is best to define the excitation energy in jrJV —»it A as 
starting from the xN or the JTA threshold; as a compromise we have taken the 
average of the two (for these graphs only). Once again, although the sizes of the 
amplitudes are not in especially close agreement, the signs are correctly given 
and the general shapes are similar. 

All in all, we can conclude that the limited TJV —» *A data, while not par
ticularly compelling in and of itself, is certainly consistent with the elegant in
terpretation of the baryon as a soliton in the field of pions. 

* We ihould note, though, that in (11.26) we have avoided combinations which require can
celations among large amplitudes, or which involve the exceptional channels PJJ and D35. 
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III. THE BARYON SPECTRUM OF THE SKYRME MODEL 

In this chapter we shall apply the formalism developed in Chapter II to the 
particular case of the Skyrme model. '*' A pleasing feature r>f this model is that 
one can readily calculate many static properties of baryons such as magnetic 
moments and charge-radii.11" With the glaring exception of px, these typically 
agree with experiment to within 30%, when the adjustable parameters of the 
model are chosen to give the nucleon and delta masses correctly. 

Much less attention, however, has been focused on the dynamical properties 
of skyrmions. Important progress in this direction was made independently by 
Zahed, Meissner and Kaulfuss'1" and Breit and Nappi."11 Interpreting fluctua
tions around the soliton as pion-nucleon scattering, these authors calculated the 
phase-shifts in the "breathing-mode" of the skyrmion and looked for a resonance 
in this channel by seeing if and when the phase-shift crossed 90°. (We shall adopt 
a different criterion for the existence of a resonance below.) With this criterion 
there is no resonance for the case of massless pious, and a marginal resonance at 
1270 MeV for massive pions which, Breit and Nappi tentatively identified with 
the real-world Roper resonance J^i(1440). We shall see that this identification 
needs to be modified. 

In this spirit we shall examine the process TN ~+ nN in all channels of 
isospin and angular momentum for which experimental data was available for 
comparison. As in the previous chapter, we will restrict ourselves to a lowest-
orde.* calculation in 1/N. 

We are not motivated by the belief that there is anything especially fun
damental about the Skyrme Lagrangian. Rather, we find it instructive to see 
how well the actual spectrum of nucleon and delta resonances can be fit starting 

t W« »h*U follow tne ttandard notition La/.aj for resonances, where L = S,P,D,F... 
denotes the partial wave in which the resonance is formed, and/ Mid J give the total iioflpin 
and angular momentum. Nucleon and delta resonance* are characteriied by / = 1/2 and 
/ = 3/2, respectively. 
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from a model that contains no explicit baryon fields and only three adjustable 
parameters: { / f , « , m r } . Indeed, we shall specialize to a two-parameter fit (one-
parameter if the proton mass is fixed) by working in the chiral limit m r = 0. 
Nevertheless our findings are in generally good agreement with the real world 
for energies up to 3 GeV, with masses predicted on the average to within 8% 
of their actual values. (Our baryon-mass predictions are presented in Table I 
of Section III.2.) This is all the more surprising given the rather drastic nature 
of our approximations, such as completely neglecting baryon recoil (c/. Section 
II.l). Another noteworthy result of the Skyrme model is that it correctly repro
duces the big-small-small-big pattern found in Nature, as discussed in Chapter 
II. And finally, as a bonus, we shall find that our 'best-fit' values for the Skyrme 
parameters substantially improve some of the static properties of the model as 
calculated by Adkins, Nappi and Witten.1"1 

We should at the outset mention some of our disappointments as well. The 
most obvious of these is our failure to find in pion-skyrmion scattering what in 
the real world is the most spectacular baryon resonance of all, the delta itself; 
likewise the A i and £31 channels at low energies are manifestly in poor agreement 
with experiment. It is not clear to us whether these represent failures of the 
Skyrme model or merely of our approximations near threshold. Either way, 
we shall argue that these discrepancies are not necessarily fatal to the model 
by showing that small perturbations can easily restore the correct low-energy 
behavior in these channels. In particular we can expect the delta to reappear 
in the next order in 1/N. One can even take the optimistic view that these 
chiral soliton models provide precisely the right framework for understanding 
why some of the S-, P- and 2?-wave channels contain clear, low-lying resonances, 
w.'iile others, in stark contrast, are marked by repulsive behavior near threshold. 
We will return to a full discussion of these matters in Sec. HI.2, where we 
take up pion-nucleon scattering, but first, in Sec. III.l, we lay the groundwork 
by examining the "reduced" processes in which a pion scatters elastically off an 
unrotated skyrmion (recall that nucleons and deltas should properly be identified 
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with rotating lolitons). 

Much of the development of this chapter is similar to work carried out at 
Siegen University."1'"' In particular, the Argand plots presented in Ref. 18 (for 
F-wave nN scattering only) appear to be in good numerical agreement with our 
own. 

1- Pion-Scattering from Unrotated Skyrmions 

The Skyrme Lagrangian with a chiral-symmetry-breaking mass-term is given 
by 

t = ^Trapi/d.,t;t + _±jTr[(apt;)j/',(^i7)t;t]j + G?k^v-2). (m.i) 
Here fw is the pion decay constant (166 MeV in the real world), m r is the pion 
mass, and e is a new, dimensionless coupling constant peculiar to the model. The 
"small parameter" 1/N enters the Lagrangian through fw and e, which behave 

and JV~4 in the the large-JV limit, respectively. 

As before, we shall focus on the hedgehog solution 

v0 = «"•(')?• • ? . (m.2) 

Indeed, if we plug this ansatz into (III.l) and look at small fluctuations about 
the soliton 

F(r)r — . F{r)i+ | -**(-?,«) (III.3) 
/, 

we obtain the Euler equation 

(f • T?) [(r3 + 8sin» F)F" + 2rf' + 4sin2F(iF")a 

(III.4) 

- sin2F - ^ sin' Fsin2F - mj? 4 BinF\ = 0 

where the derivatives are taken with respect to the dimensionless variable r = 
efwr, and m, = m,/e/». Field configurations of the form (III.2) are thus au
tomatically stable against angular fluctuations "7̂  = 00 + 6$. To render them 
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stable against radial fluctuations as well, one requires the expression in square 
brackets to vanish, which gives the defining equation for F(r). Straightforward 
Hamiltonian quantum mechanics in the collective coordinates A then yields for 
the nucleoli and delta masses'"1 

mN = mo + r* 3/, Q x ^J ; m A = mo + ie3U Q x | j (m.5) 

where mo is the mass of the unrotated skyrmion (approximately 36.5/, Je) and 

7 w 4.7 x 10- 3 . 

This concludes our brief review of the Skyrme model; in the remainder of 
this section we put aside the issue of collective coordinates and focus purely 
on the question of pion-scattering from unrotated skyrmions of the form (III.2). 
Explicit forms of the rather unwieldy differential operators involved are presented 
in Appendix C. The results for the S-matrix that we obtain in this section will 
be reassembled in the next to yield the amplitudes for the physical processes 
nN - KN. 

Following Chapter H, we incorporate pions into the Skyrme Lagrangian (III.l) 
by substituting (III.3) into the exponent of (III.2). After integration by parts one 
obtains 

S = - J dtmo + J <?x*"[-x ,*)i«ir*C?,0 + 0 ( J T 3 / / , ) (III.6) 

with L a complicated 3 x 3 matrix of second-order differential operators. (We are 
allowing complex pion fields as a convenience; this way we are spared from having 
to take real parts of Bpherical harmonics and of c t w ' throughout.) Consistent with 
the large-N spirit that motivates the model we will henceforth drop all terms of 
cubic or higher order in the pion fields; these are damped by powers of / , ~ N*. 
As a result, the equations of motion for the pion fields that we will derive will be 
linear ones. 



We can make substantial progress by realizing that L, complicated though it 
may be, preserves the symmetry K = I(pion) + L(pion). Explicitly, 

( -" i j f 'a / fc : + ieUe I Lbt - Lct (-u.-jtr'a,*^ - icu,j = 0 (III.7) 

Following Appendix A, we can tike advantage of this fact by expanding the pion 
field in terms of the vector spherical harmonics 

( (XIK, - 1,1 \K, K.) YL,K.-I (fl) \ 

{LiK,Q\K,K,)YLtK.in) (IH-8) 

{LIK, + 1,-HK,K.) YL,K.+i(n) J 

which are states of definite K2 and KM. Accordingly we plug 

*><*>,.) = S{*? , f-(r,*)njf*;(n) + 0« r , r-(r,on* j r-(n) 
K,K. "• 

(in.9) 

into (111.6). Parity precludes the 0o's from mixing with the V,±>5; ^+ and V*- can 
mix in this model, however, as they do in Nature, where jumps of two units of 
picn angular momentum are allowed in the process irN -* ir A . 

The angular integration can be performed, thanks to the identities 

V n K + l — ' nK+1 - ~^- V 2K + 1 Y K K -
(111.10) 

vn*K- = ?.n£*' 

We are left with 

S = -[dtmo+ £ /r»**f*-(r.f)2.f*£*-(r,i) 

•£/*<-****••«)(££) (#35) 
(in.ii) 

where the ZA's are complicated second-order differential operators in r and t 
alone. We will refer to the 2 x 2 matrix of operators here as L K and the 2-
component column-vector of wavefunctions as 9K. 

The determination of phase-shifts now proceeds in a completely straightfor
ward manner, exactly as in Ref. 21. The "normal-mode'' equations to be solved 
are 

T$[ltf{r)c<°,]=0 (III.12a) 

and 

L K [*K(r)« i u"l = 0 (III.12b) 

for all w; here we are assuming that L and L have been chosen with care to be 
self-adjoint. By time-reversal invariance L and L are real operators, so it suffices 
to consider the real radial wavefunctions that are regular (i.e., square-integrablc) 
at the origin and integrate out past the point where the skyrmion profile F(T) 
is neglig'ble. In this regime the theory is one of free pions., so ijiff cart be fit to 
A(u)jK(kr) + B{w)nK(kr) with k = ^/u' - mj. (We follov Messiah'"1 in our 
definitions of the spherical Bessel functions.) The 5-matrix in this channel is 
extracted by rewriting this as 

constant x (h^ - «KKK(fc>)h£) (IH.13) 

yielding 

•KKJfM = ~[B + iA)'l{B - iA) (111.14) 
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which lies on the unit circle. (Following Chapter II, we Bha.ll represent the reduced 
amplitudes by IKL'L, where L and V refer to the incoming uid outgoing angular 
momentum of the pion, respectively.) 

The '2 X 2' case (111.126) proceeds analogously. Near the origin for each 
K > 1 there are two independent regular solutions <Pj? and tff , which behave 
asymptotically as 

* « ~ (A^^«-i{kr) + Bif.u)nK-i{kr) \ 
= 1,2 (III.1P) 

(The exception is the translational zero-mode (III.196) below; the second zero-
energy solution which is well-behaved at the origin blows up for large r.) If we 
work in the convenient basis in which the incoming pions are in pure (K — 1)-
waves or (K -r l)-wavea of orbital angular momentum, the 2 x 2 S-matrices are 
given by 

__ ( Bl + iAl Dl + «C| N ~l ( Bt - iAi Dt - iCi \ 
\B2 + iAj £>, + iC 3/ \B2- iAi Di - iCt) 

(111.16) 

Note that Sj( as given is correctly invariant under different choices of regular 
solutions *J = a*i + /?*j and * 2 = 7*1 + 4*2. Furthermore it Is trivial to 
prove that a matrix of the form -M~'M' can be unitary if and only if it is also 
complex-symmetric, so that 1313 = S231, etc. This result, which follows gener
ally from time-reversal invariance,1"1 provides a useful check on one's numerical 
calculations. Accordingly we can parametrize Sgc as 

( 
K K (111.17) 

where the phase-shifts and absorption parameters are constrained by unitarity 

to obey 

iK,K-i,K~\(w) + fc,jr+i,jr+it» - 26K,K-H,X-I{U) = {n + -)n (III.18a) 

and 

(IKWY + {n%D{y)Y = 1 (m.i8b) 
(The superscripts D and OD here stand for diagonal and off-diagonal.) 

We should mention the special case K = 0, for which only the right-most 
term in (III.9) exists; this is the breathing-mode i t t f . In our notation the 
only nonvanishing component of the S-matrix when K = 0 is »on = «"'*»". We 
further note that the zero-modes corresponding to rotations and translations of 
the skyrmion, 

n j m ( n r(v)i (III.19a) 

and 

(F1 + ~\ nj"»(ti) +1/2 (j - F'} n 2

m(n), (m.iab) 

respectively, appear in the model as threshold bound-states. These will play a 
crucial role in our later discussion. 

Some further details of the above procedure, including explicit expressions 
for LK and i A , are given in App. C. The results of our phase-shift analysis for 
the various S-matrix components *KLl' with £»£' ^ 7 are plotted in Figures 
13-18. We have restricted our numerical analysis here to the case m> = 0. 

Fig. 13 depicts the phase-shifts SJCKK graphed against pion-energy w, mea
sured in units of e / r . (This number should be thought of as lying somewhere 
between 700 and 900 MeV; we will take up this matter in Sec. ITI.2.) The absence 
of a resonance for K = 1 is of course due to the presence in this channel of the 
rotational zero-mode (III.19a). For K > 1 the obvious trend is for the resonances 
to become broader and more massive with increasing K. 
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Figures 14, 15 and 16 present our results for the diagonal components of 
Sjf. Clearly, for L > 3, the phase-shifts <i_i,L,t rise sooner than SLLI , and 
certainly much more dramatically than CL+IJ,,L- As a consequence, the location 
of the resonances in the corresponding channels of jrJV scattering can essentially 
be read off from Fig. 14b. In contrast to L > 3 note the tepid behavior of Aon 
and 0*133 (Fig, 14a). The former is the breathing-mode; as for the latter, the weak 
rise, lilce that of 6m, is due to mixing with the translational mode (111.19B-). 

Figures 17 and 18 present the corresponding graphs for the ofT-diagonal el
ements »K,K+IJC-I> These describe processes in which the orbital angular mo
mentum of the pion jumps by two units. By conservation of angular momentum 
these processes are irN —* * A necessarily, and so we defer discussion to the 
future. 

At this point we should male a technical comment about how we determined 
the location of resonances. In principle it is unsatisfactory merely to find where 
the phase-shift crosses 90°, due to the often significant effects of background. 
A much more reliable criterion is to look for a well-defined peak in the speed 
\dS/dtii\ in those regions where the amplitude is curving counter-clockwise in the 
AT;,: .d diagram. Surpiislngly, for •jr.ir+i.jir+i this occurs when the phase-shifts 
are approximately 45°. We turn now to our main topic of pion-nucleon scattering 
in the Skyrme model. 

2. Pion-Nucleon Scattering 

So far we have discussed the (linearized) equations of motion for pions moving 
in a fixed external skyrmion. background. To relate this to rrjV scattering requires 
the use of Eq. (11.11). We find: 

s t j , L - i = 3 L *L-i,L,L + -^-*LU (m.20a) 

80 

( 2 £ - l ) ( £ - l ) 2 £ - l 21 + 3 „ „ „ „ , 
S M . M = 6H2L + 1) "-l''"L + -ST'LU + 4 i + ~ 2 , 1 + 1 ' t ; 1 < I I L 2 0 C ) 

2 L - 1 , 2L + 3 (L + 2)(2L + 3) / T T T „„„ 
S i?•*+. " tL + S'*-1** + U + V"* + 6(L + 1)(2X -h l ) ' ^ 1 ' ^ AMM) 

(Of course (III.21o) and (lTI.21e) only make sense if L > 0; likewise the first term 
on the right-hand side of (111.214) is absent for L = 0.) Thus for example the 
Pn channel examined in (21) is given "by (l/3)sou + (2 /3 )a l n instead of pure 
"breathing mode" ion; we will return to this channel shortly. 

The Argand plots obtained from these equations are presented in Figure 19, 
juxtaposed with the corresponding experimental results as drawn from Hohler 
et a/.1"' (The experimental graphs are the 'inner' ones.) As is customary we have 
graphed the T-matrix instead of the S-matrix; they are related by T = (S- l ) /2 l , 
Pion energy u> is given in units of e/V for our graphs, while those drawn from Ref. 
24 are parametrized by total center-of-mass energy W in GeV. For each of our 
resonances we give the corresponding value of w, as well as the mass and width 
in MeV, using our 'best-fit' values {e = 4.79,/, = ISO MeV, e/„ = 718.5 MeV} 
that we shall obtain at the end of this section.* The locations of resonances 
in the real-world data are indicated by vertical lines. Note that, as mentioned 
earlier, a resonance in the Skyrme model (as determined by the speed criterion) 
tends to occur toward the right-hand side of a circle and not at the top. 

Before discussing the successes of the model we should confront its failures; 
these lie in the S- and P-waves. Indeed one's natural inclination is to turn first 
to the P33 channel, where in one of the cleanest examples of elastic scattering 
in Nature the delta manifests itself dramatically as a full rotation around the 
unitarity circle. Instead, one finds in the Skyrme model initial repulsive (i.e., 
clockwise) behavior, followed by a highly inelastic resonance at w — .34efW} then 

• In light of our "no-recoU" approach, which is not only built into our treatment of pion 
acallering in the fixed akyrmion background but alio implicit in the derivation of Eq. 
(11.11), we interpret the reit-mu> of a reaonance to be given aijiply by the mm mn + u; 
thii 11 in accord with Ref. 21. 
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one that is extremely broad (and poorly defined) at 1.05e/*. A similar sad story, 
albeit somewhat less egregious, is to be found in the Pu channel; this is where 
the second-lightest resonance, the N[U40), appears in Nature. 

Interestingly, this was first noticed by Skyrme himself: 
The P-wavemeson-particle interaction [is] repulsive on the average. There 
is no indication of the strong attraction observed in the pion-nucleon 
resonant state, but this would hardly be expected in a static classical 
treatment where the rotational splitting of the particle states has been 
ignored."' 

Yet these results are not necessarily fatal for the model. That is, despite the 
large discrepancies, one can argue that small perturbations in the P-wave sector 
of the theory can cause enormous effects in the corresponding Argand plots which 
could easily produce the observed real-world behavior for the amplitudes. 

To see this, note that the physical P-wave amplitudes (Pn and P33 espe
cially) all contain contributions from the elementary 5-matrix element Suit as 
is apparent from (in.21). This is the channel to which the rotational zero-mode 
of the skyrmion, Eq. (111.10a), couples at threshold. As a result, in the model, 
the S-matrix has a pole and a zero that have coalesced at the origin of the 
energy-plane for all four P-wave channels of »W scattering. Now, one can eas
ily envision effects which perturb these poles and zeroes away from the origin; 
certainly the quantization of the collective coordinates, which involves the next 
order in the 1/JV expansion, is one such effect. Consequently some of these poles 
might end up in the fourth quadrant, slightly below the positive real axis (Fig. 
20a), while others might be pushed into the second quadrant (Fig. 20b). (These 
are quadrants of the 'second sheet.') 

If this scenario actually takes place in the real world, what would we ac
tually observe? The channels in which the poles have been perturbed into the 
fourth quadrant would contain clear P-wave resonances lying reasonably close 
to threshold: suggestively, the resonances our model laclcs, the A(l232) and the 
N[U40) are in fact the two lowest-lying excitations in pion-nucleon scattering. 
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In contrast, the channels in which the poles have been pushed into the second 
quadrant would be characterized by precisely the kind of repulsive behavior at 
low energies that one finds in the P13 and P31 amplitudes. Thus our scenario 
gives at least a consistent interpretation of the real-world P-wave amplitudes 
near threshold. 

In a sense we already know that the delta-pole must be pushed into the fourth 
quadrant by such higher-order corrections. This, after all, is the essence of the 
calculation in Ref. 13 leading to the mass formula (III.5). Recall that in the large-
JV expansion fw ~ JV1/1 while e ~ N'1/1. Consequently, according to Eq. (m.5) 
(which of course gets renormalized by additional 1/JV contributions), the nucleon-
delta mass-difference is proportional to e'/» and hence of order 1/JV, whereas 
typical excitation energies as obtained in the present analysis are measured in 
units of cfr which is of order unity. Thus it would actually have been inconsistent 
for the delta to appear in our lowest-order calculation. (Note that the ratio 
(m^ — mjy)/mjv ~ 1/JVJ; this is just a special case of the well-known fact that 
the zero-modes of a soliton, when quantized, produce energy splittings of order 
A9, which in the large-TV approach is equivalent to 1/JV3.) 

Before leaving the P-waves we ought to point out that the Pis and PJI 
amplitudes are already given quite nicely. Indeed, the standard lore is that the 
repulsive regions of Argand diagrams are very difficult to concoct in quark models 
of resonances, and so we consider it especially satisfactory to find such behavior 
emerging automatically from such a simple model. Nor is the agreement merely 
qualitative: the 'cusps' in the real-world P13 and Pai diagrams occur at 1530 and 
1560 MeV, respectively, while the Skyrme-model prediction is 1640 MeV in each 
case. 

We turn next to the S-wave channels, where we find a similar discrepancy. In 
particular the model fails to reproduce the observed initial repulsive behavior of 
the amplitude in the SJI channel. But the 5-waves couple to the translationol 
modes of the soliton, Eq. (III.196), Thus just as for the P-waves one can argue 
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that a small perturbation of the form depicted in Fig. 20b would induce such 
behavior. The situation for Sn is not so clear: If one considers the real-world 
resonance at 1526 MeV to be 'close' to threshold than presumably it is Fig. 20a 
that gives the correct picture; otherwise it is Fig. 20c. 

In short, we have outlined a framework according to which all the S- and 
P-wave amplitudes in the real world can be understood as arising from higher-
order corrections in an underlying chiral-soliton model such as Skyrme's. In 
particular, repulsive behavior near threshold arises in thiB picture from S-matrix 
poles that have been perturbed from the origin into the first or second quadrant. 
(Reassuringly, the only amplitude other than S31, P31 and P13 which exhibits 
such behavior in the real world is JJ35, and this, too, mixes with the translational 
mode (111.196).) Of course, at higher energies the effect of perturbing a threshold 
pole becomes negligible and so we would expect to see reasonable agreement once 
again between the model and experiment, as in fact we do in the S- and P-waves. 

We turn now to the higher waves, which fortunately present no such problems. 
We can be brief since the graphs, for better or for worse, speak for themselves. 
By way of a conclusion we offer the following observations: 

1. The partial waves with L>2 are on the whole in very satisfactory agree
ment with Nature. Many of the discrepancies in the higher waves can obviously 
be accounted for by the fact that our simple approach does not allow for the 
plethora of inelastic processes that occur in the real world; consequently our Ar
gand plots stick too closely to the rim of the unitarlty circle, and are simply much 
too large. Ideally one should allow for multiple pion production, other mesons 
and/or strangeness (c/. Chapter IV). 

2. The F-waveplots are in particularly close correspondence with experiment; 
this point has already been made in Ref. 18. Note that these are the first channels 
which do not mix with the zero-modes of the skyrmion. In the PJJ channel a 
speed-analysis actually revealed two overlapping resonances in the model at 1831 
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and 3032 MeV. Suggestively, the experimental data seems likewise characterized 
by a double peak, implying "that there might be additional structure, but the 
data do not allow additional structures to be resolved."'"' Consequently the 
assignment in the real world is to a single broad (r = 260±20 MeV) fts resonance 
at 1905 MeV. (Interestingly, a similar splitting of the Fas resonance is predicted 
by the quark model."" 

3. Even In those channels where the Argand diagrams are not reproduced 
very well, the model accurately predicts the locations of resonances with an 
appropriate choice of e and /» (see Table I). In fact, almost all of the masses 
are given to within 16% of their ictual values, and a majority are given to 6%. 
This holds for all known resonances up to 3 GeV, which is surprising for a "low-
energy" theory. The general rule that masses increase with increasing partial 
wave cornea out naturally, while the model correctly pinpoints several exceptions 
to this rule in the lower waves. 

4. A serious discrepancy is that, except for Paa , the model fails to predict 
more than one resonance at reasonable energies in the channels where it should 
do so. In particular the model misses three 3- or 4-star resonances, namely the 
S u(1650),S 3i(1900) and Di 3(1700), in addition of course to the delta and the 
Roper resonance as we discussed at length. 

5. Except for the F- and G-waves, the model predicts widths that are too 
large by roughly 50% or more. (Question-marks following some of our width 
assignments Indicate a strong background phase-shift to the right of the resonance 
which makes a precise determination of the widths difficult.) Note that, unlike the 
quark model, there is no particular reason in the Skyrme model why resonances 
should be narrow. 

6. Finally, the Skyrme model accurately mimics the big-small-small-big pat
tern discussed in Chapter II. This is because the dynamical assumption that 
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•£+l,LL varies negligibly from unity in comparison to S£_j,££ and *LLL is true 
for the Skyrme model, as we have seen. 

Our results for the mass spectrum are presented in Table I. They are based 
on a least-squares fit with all resonances weighted equally. In fit # 1 we fixed 
the proton mass, leaving only one free parameter, while in fit # 2 wc allowed the 
proton mass to vary. The optimal values for the Skyrme parameters turn out to 
be {e = 6.29,/, = 142 MeV } and {e = 4.79, / , = 150 MeV }, respectively. An 
alternative approach would be to fix both the proton and the delta mass using 
(HI.S), which gives1"1 {t = 5.45, /„ = 129 MeV }, but this yields a much poorer 
fit to the spectrum as a whole. (This is not too surprising since specifying the 
nucleon-delta mass-difference involves a fine-tuning to order 1/N.) In light of 
our earlier discussion we have chosen to compare our lowest-lying excitations in 
the Pu and P&s channels, not with the Roper and the delta, but with the next* 
higher resonances in those channels; our 'predictions1 in Table I for the delta-
mass merely come from Eq. (III.5). In all other cases where there was more than 
one resonance in a channel we compared the Argand plots to determine which 
resonance we should actually use. 

Note that fit # 1 gives a nucleon-delta mass-difference that is much too large; 
in fact, it inverts the ordering of the first two P33 resonances. Furthermore 
the corresponding Skyrme parameters yield substantially worse static properties 
of the model when plugged into the formulas obtained in Ref. 13. For these 
reasons v/e prefer fit # 2 , which actually improves some of these properties, at 
the ;p iof allowing a proton mass of 1190 MeV (from Eq. (III.5)); it is these 
mass assignments that we have noted in the Argand plots. 

Table II lists a handful of static properties that were first calculated'19' in 
the Skyrme model by Adkins, Nappi and Witten (ANW). The middle column 
lists their predictions for the proton and neutron magnetic moments, the axial 
coupling constant, and the mean isoscalar and isoscalar magnetic radii; the third 
column gives the same quantities recalculated using the valuer for the Skyrme 
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parameter* given by St #2 ; and the fint column lists the experimental results. 
In summary we find it intriguing that this simple two-parameter model could 
yield a reasonable fit to such a wide range of both static and dynamic properties 
of h&drons. 
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Table I 
Comparison between experiment and Skyrme model predictions 

for baryon resonances 

Channel Experiment Fit#l % error Fit #2 % error 
Sll 1526 1295 -15 1478 -3 
S31 1610 1295 -20 1478 -8 
PI I 939 939 0 1190 27 
Pll 1723 1233 -28 1427 -17 
P13 l7:.o 1919 12 1982 16 
P31 1888 1919 2 1982 5 
P33 1232 1436 17 1424 16 
P33 1522 1242 •18 1435 -6 
P33 1868 1874 0.3 1946 4 
D13 1519 1589 5 1715 13 
D1S 1679 1625 -3 1744 4 
D33 1680 1616 •4 1737 3 
D35 1901 1607 -15 1730 -9 
F1S 1684 1723 2 1823 8 
F17 2005 1954 •3 2011 0.3 
F35 1905 1856' •3 1831' 1 
F37 1913 1714 -10 1816 -5 
G17 2140 2034 .5 2075 •3 
G19 2268 2230 -2 2234 -2 
G37 2215 2141 •3 2162 -2 
G39 2468 2043 -17 2083 -16 
H19 2205 2346 6 2327 6 
H39 2217 2444 10 2407 9 
H311 2416 2346 -3 2327 -4 
1111 2577 2631 2 2558 -1 
1313 2794 2658 -5 2579 -8 
K113 2612 3032 16 2882 10 
K315 2990 2943 -2 2810 -6 

° Average of two peaks at 1732 and 1981 MeV. 
k Average of two peaks at 1831 and 2032 MeV. 

Fit # 1 - Nucleon man fixed. 
Fit # 2 - Nucleon mass allowed to vary. 
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Table II 
Static properties in the Skyrme model 

Quantity Experiment ANW Fit # 2 
fw 186 MeV 129 MeV ISO MeV 
e ? 5.45 4.79 

Mi 2.79 1.87 2.23 
P* -1.91 -1.31 -1.81 
SA 1.23 •Ui .79 

Wfi, .72 fm .59 fm .58 fm 

<'3>iL„ .81 fm .92 fm .90 fm 

IV. EXTENSION TO THREE FLAVORS 

1. Formalism for S-F'.avor Scattering 

It is impurtant to consider the effect of incorporating additional low-lying 
mesons into our analysis. In this chapter we shall discuss how to extend the 
scattering formalism to the case of three light flavors, restricting ourselves to 
the idealized case of exact £l7(3)flk T 0 r. We shall focus in particular on how the 
introduction of strangeness modifies the 2-flavor results of the last two chapters. 

The unrotated skyrmion can be smbedded in an 517(2) subgroup of £f/(3) 
as follows:""1 

3 
Vo = txp{iF (r) Y, *'*'} (IV-1) 

with X" , a = 1,..., 8, the Gell-Mann matrices.* A novel feature of models with 
three or more flavors is that the effective Lagr&ngian must be augmented by the 
so-called Wess-Zumino term: 

- J ^ T T I diz<Li>Um1z{UldiVV^diVVlakVUtalVVldmV) (1V.2) 

which correctly reproduces the flavor-currentanomalies of the strong interactions; 
here the integration is over the manifold S 3 x D2 whose boundary is compact i-
fied space-time S 3 x S1 .'*'"' Although, strictly speaking, the apace of collective 
coordinates should be taken to be SW(3)/a7(l)jjy p t r ci,„ e e, I : , Y" it turns out that 
for physically relevant baryon representations, one can allow the collective coor
dinates to range conveniently over the full SU[3).l"'in 

* The alternative, Npin-1" embedding of (be ikyrmion turn* out to have baryon number two. 
t Our convention* ire e 0 1 3 3 * = « 0 1 3 3 = -«oiaa - - 1 . 
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Experience teaches us that it is fruitful to forget about the baryon's collective 
coordinates at first, and to concentrate instead on the simplified problem of a 
pseudoscalar-octet meson ^* scattering from an unrotated slcyrmion in its canon
ical hedgehog orientation (IV.l); we shall again refer to this as reduced scattering. 
Following the 2-flavor example, these mesons are naturally incorporated into the 
Lagrangian by letting 

V0 = exp(«T(r) J > V } — exp{.F(r)£>«A' + * X>"A*} t ™ 3 ) 
i=l i=l J ' «=1 

with A* the Gell-Mann matrices. The Lagrangian is then expanded about the 
skyrmion to quadratic order in the ^'s. In particular, the WZ term makes a 
contribution 

£{*t*?^il-c<»F)lK-k+ + T?>k°) (IV.4) 

to the action, * As always, cubic and higher terms are ignored in our lowest-order 
treatment, since they are suppressed by powers of l/fw *~ 1/v/iV. The result is 
a set of linear Euler-Lagrange equations for the <£*s. 

As in the 2-flavor procedure, we can obtain an effective radial problem by 
expanding <f>a in eigenstates of the symmetries of the unrotated skyrmion: in this 
case, (K 2 , it**, y ) . Here K (not to be confused with the kaon!) is the vectorial sum 
I + h of the meson's isospin and angular momentum, and Y is its hypercharge 
(proportional to A8). Specifically, these fluctuations decompose into the following 
noninteracting sectors: 

(a) There are the vector spherical harmonics familiar from the 2-flavor anal
ysis, Eq. (m.8), where the first, second and third components stand for fluctu
ations in the ir + , JC° and is~ directions, respectively. These are definite states of 

• This contrasts with the baryon-number-iero sector of the theory, in which the WZ term 
first contributes tofive-meton proceMet.1"'1 

% We identify the iioepin lubgroup u the group generated by -X1 with t = 1,2,3. 
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K 3 and Ks by construction, and have Y — 0. We will call the associated reduced 
5-matrices t j j i ^ with K = L-19L9L + 1. 

(b) Analogously, one can define "spinor spherical harmonics" 

I (L | .K. - ) , \ \ K K . ) y t > J f . _ , (O) ^ 
3/iTK '(n)= , (iv.5) 

\(L\,K. + \,-\\KK.) r i i X . + i (n) j 

where the first and second components stand for fluctuations in the K+ and K° 
directions, respectively. These have Y = 1. By parity, VS K f does not mix with 

A - 3 

y><+'" *° t h a t ^ = L'- The associated reduced 5-matrices will be called s{̂ £™ 
withX = Z ± i . Asia clear from (IV.4), the Wess-Zumino term contributes a 
term linear in time derivatives to the differential equations that determine the 
meson field (from which the phase-shifts are extracted).1"1 

(c) Same as above, with the first and secci.d component now standing for 
—K and K~. These fluctuations have Y = — 1. The corresponding reduced 
5-matrices, which we shall call s ^ r , are extracted from precisely the same 
differential equations as •{Ji", except that the Wess-Zumino term contributes 
with the opposite sign.'"' In the absence of the Wess-Zumino term, we would 
have s&"( W ) = . & » ( " ) . 

(d) Finally, fluctuations in the 17 direction, expanded in the usual spherical 
harmonics. These have K — L andV = 0 . The corresponding reduced S-matrix 
is «g". 

This decomposition allows us to characterize the 5-matrix for the process 

<t>'(L) + URS - . <t>h(t') + URS, (IV.6) 

with <t> the meson field and URS standing for "unrotated skyrmion." Here a and b 
are 51/(3) flavor indices labeling the octet; each is short for the triplet of indices 
[i,i„Y). When a and 6 are of the form (l,i'„0), Eq. (.4.8) of Appendix A is 



valid. When it and b are both of the form ( | , i « , + l ) or ( j , i i , - l ) , the relevant 

formula is 

where the reduced amplitude stands for ijf£" or *$", respectively. And when 
c = 6 = (0,0,0), the S-matrix is just 

iLvSL.lSi.a. (IV.8) 

These formulas together form the 3-flavor analog of Eq. (4.8). The con
served quantities for the process (IV.6) are the sum K = I + L of the meson's 
isospin and angular momentum, as well as the meson's hypercharge Y. Of course, 
these are not preserved in physical 3-fiavor meson-baryon scattering, for which 
the conserved quantitic* are the total meson-baryon angular momentum J, and 
the total SU{3)tmt quantum numbers {flto«.7>/t»tiAtit,Vtoi}-* Pleasingly, we 
shall see momentarily that these conservation laws emerge naturally from the 
slcyrmion formalism once the collective coordinate structure of the baryons is 
properly taken into account. Other physically relevant (albeit not necessarily 
conserved) quantum numbers are the meson partial wave £ , and the spin a and 
flavor representation R of the baryon [i.e., (a,R) = (5,8) or (§,12)]. 

In order to describe physical scattering, we need the analog of Eq. (II.8), 

with the integral now ranging over the group SU(3). For this we require the 

correct SJ7(3) generalization of the baryon wavefunctions, which is given by: 

M = ^ /^fVw- 1 ] . , . • (-!)-• {w a) 
where a = (s,— 4*,1), b = (t»tj»y), and R denotes the representation of the 

* Here 7 u a lsrgely redundant index whose only real purpose is to distinguish between 
degenerate representations that can occur in the produet of two SF/(3) representations, u 
for example the 8 t y m and BsDiliyin in 8 x 8. It is not in general conserved, as is clear if one 
considers the non»vanishing coupling Tr({5, Q}\B, *]) of the buyon and meson octets. 
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baryon. 

The projection of the initial and final meson-baryon systems onto states of 

definite total 51/(3) quantum numbers la accomplished with the help of an 517(3) 

Clebsch-Gordan coefficient 

(flit'i»',iyi;iW,jy2|JW7J t otJ,t 0tKt 0t} 

which can be factored conveniently into the product 

/.• . - . ' . - IT r \ ( *• ^ 2 •Rtot'Y \ 

of an 517(2) Clebschwith aso-ealled isoscalar factor.'"1 The projection onto states 

of definite total angular momentum J is of course accomplished with ordinary 

517(2) Clebsches as before. As in the 2-flavor case, the physical 5-matrix can 

then be expressed as a linear superposition of reduced amplitudes: 

I These differ somewhat from the wavefunctions given in Ref. ?7, which have nonstandard 
transformation properties under I and J. The fact that the 'left-handed hypereharge* is 
unity is a nontrivisl quantisation condition arising from consideration of the Weat»Zumino 
term.1"1 Our normalisation in (1Y.0) is such that (sv^dA = 2s 3 = / s t , | , j oM. 
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S({LaRRtonIMI,u,>YM'j 1 - . \L's'R'R'ati,i;cti:MYxU~J ]) = 

*A.,R,'., ' / ,„/ i , */.,.,/;,„ * w , ; . '•"• *•'••'; x 

f Vdimfidimfi ' f RMI' \ R' ! \ / « 8 I J W y \ ,, 
{*"'*"' dtafi^ [si I .1 00 J U «• I '1 ) L + 

V / d l m f l - d i m ^ " 2 / + 1 [ (RM-t' I ::' 8 \ 
Y V ( 2 ' + 1 H 2 , ' + 1 ) d i m f l « o t [ l ' \ /0 I «'l 5 . - 1 / 

1*1 1,-1 10 ) ^ PLL.-UK-Iter + 

„ /-KtotV I fi' 8 \ / S 8 I i Z , 0 n \ ^ ~ ,.„„ 
' * H n vi W U li /2 2 . JWwir-iM + 

f Atoll' I « ' 8 \ (R 8 ii l 0,"A ^ „„» 11 

(IV.K) 
This is the 3-flavor analog of Eq. (11.11). The P-symbols are defined exactly 
like the /^symbols, Eq. (11.10), with the single exception that the l's in the 6-j 
symbols are to be replaced by |*s (reflecting the fact that Icaons have isospin I). 
Only half-integral values of the index / contribute to the coefficient of B^*0", while 
only integral values contribute for *kaon and nk~b™. The long string of Kronecker 
6'B in the first line of Eq. (IV. 10) expresses the reassuring fact that total angular 
momentum and 5 l / (3 )c M o r are conserved in the scattering process, as promised. 

The explicit forms of the group-theoretic coefficients multiplying the reduced 
amplitudes in (IV.10) are presented in Appendix D. We have focused there on 
the physically relevant cases where the initial baryon is in the octet, and the final 
baryon is in either the octet or decuplet. 

As in the 2-flavor case, Eq. (IV.10) points the way to two possible avenues of 
inquiry. On the one hand, one can calculate the reduced amplitudes in a specific 
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model, such as the 3-flavor Skyrme model. On the other hand, one can extract 

from Eq. (IV.10) a host of model-independent linear relations between scattering 

amplitudes in different representations of 517(3) and different channels of total 

angular momentum, albeit in the same partial wave. We will consider both these 

approaches in turn. 

2, The 3-Flavor Skyrme Model 

We now consider the specific case of the chirally-invariant 3-fiavor Skyrme 
model, whose Lagrangfon Is given by the sum of Eqs. (1.17) and (IV.2), and 
whose underlying skyrmion solution is given by Eq. (IV.l). The scattering of 
pseudoscalar mesons in this model from the baryon octet/decuplet is governed 
by Eq. (IV.10), with the following dynamical input: 

1) The reduced amplitudes s£j/£ are precisely the same as in the 2-flavor 
case, as a moment's thought will confirm. (These were depicted in Figs. 13-18.) 

2) The Lagrangian which governs fluctuations in the v (i.e., A8) direction is 

just that of a free field in this model. Consequently, •£'*((*>) = 1. 

3) Consider next the fluctuations VttJr.LtrJc""', K = L ± | , in the kaon 
direction, summed against the spinor spherical harmonics defined in Eq, (IV.5). 
The effective radial equation of motion for these fluctuations turns out to be: 

* We have multiplied the tqnatioD directly obtained from a variation of tfte Latjssiiaa Vy 
2F/(l — cot F) and introduced the dimeniionleaa variable f = e/ffr. 
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(r̂  + 2.in'F) J ^ K I M / F ) 

+ [2f - 4F'sinF + F'(l + C O S F ) ( ; J J = + 6sinF)] ^ WKK.IIF) 

K(K + 1) - »] [2 + 3F"sinF + ^ l £ - (F') J - | [ i ( i + l ) -

- (1 + co. F)(l + ! S £ £ - 2{F') 2)] - ( i - D(L + 2) [1 + ^ + ( F ? ] 

sin2F 
1 - c o s F 

[ ( ^ + 2sin a F)F" + T-f + F ' 3 sin2F - S-^f-

+ u>{? + 2ain'F + f»(F') s) - ^ F ' s m ' F l • &KK.L/F) = 0 . 

(IV.ll) 
Here the bracketed expression in the next to last line is the defining equation for 
F, Eq. (m.4), which vanishes identically. The final term in (IV.ll) represents 
the effect of the WZ term; note that it gives an attractive contribution to the 
phase-shifts. Numerically, however, its contribution turns out to be extremely 
small. The reduced S-matrbc elements »Jf£", K = L ± 1, are extracted from 
(IV.ll) by the usual phase-shift analysis. 

4) Finally, there are the fluctuations in the antiliaon direction, likewise ex
panded in spinor spherical harmonics. The corresponding reduced amplitudes 
•jcx & T e t^ao extracted from (TV.11), except that the WZ term contributes with 
the opposite sign (as recently noted in Ref. 29), yielding a repulsive contribution 
to the phase-shifts. Numerically, we find sjf£" £ "{a?'-

As a check on Eq. (IV.ll), we note the existence of the four independent 
xero-mode (u = 0) solutions, two of type (3) and two of type (4), corresponding 
to L = 1, K = ±K, = j , and (I>(r) = F(T). These are the zero-modes associated 
with perturbing the canonical embedding of the skyrmion depicted in (IV.l) by 
an infinitesimal unitary transformation of the form «xp(tcA*), a = 4,5,6,7. As a 

KAON MOMENTUM KAON MOMENTUM 

W (">> 

Fir. 31. Pnitt-iHfU SjBJ" (»Bd Una) u d i £ t " (dotOd Unas) plotUd icalnst kaon momentum In nnlU 

of «/,. VaJoH of L niji i i , from OloTiti Indiutad. (•) Till CIH I T = l - | . (b) Tka CM K=L+{. 

second check on (IV. 11), it is easy to verify that far away from the skyrmion, it 
correctly describes the propagation of a free particle in a partial wave L. 

Figure 21 depicts the phase-shifts *£'£" and 6^b" related to the reduced 
amplitudes via by sjf£" = exp(2io"#£*). etc. It is clear that 6fcf,*(u) « S^'(u), 
as asserted. Note that, for L > 1, the phase-shifts with K = L - j enjoy a 
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much more dramatic rise than those with K = L + J; we shall make use of this 
observation later. In contrast, note the threshold repulsive behavior associated 
with 6i'°n and 6f'**r; this is the hallmark of the threshold boundstates in this 
channel mentioned above (c/ . Levinson's Theorem). 

We are now in a position to compare 3-flavor meson-baryon scattering in the 
Skyrme model to Nature. We will focus first on the familiar process xN ~* jriV . 
Note that, according to Eq. (IV.10), there are contributions to this process from 
the "strange" reduced amplitudes sj?£* and i ^ a r . 

Figure 22 shows both the 2- and 3-flavor Skyrme model amplitudes for a 
couple of representative partial waves compared with experiment. Clearly the 
size of the amplitude has moved into somewhat closer agreement with Nature. 
The same pattern holds for most partial waves, and can be attributed to the 
opening-up of additional inelastic channels such as T.K in the 3-flavor approach. 
We should emphasize, however, that the poor agreement obtained in the previous 
chapter for the Pn,P33 and 531 channels is not improved; improvement in these 
channels must await a higher-oTder \/N analysis. 

Figure 23 depicts the 2- and 3-flavor if-wave amplitudes in the Skyrme model. 
These illustrate the point that the 3-flavor Skyrme model does just as good a 
job as the 2-flavor model in mimicking the big-small-small-big pattern which 
characterizes the experimental curves for nearly all partial waves, as discussed in 
Chapter II. We will return to this phenomenon in the next section. 

A particularly intriguing modification of the 2-flavor results occurs in the 
Fn and F37 channels (Fig. 24). The dominant peaks in these graphs indicate 
Skyrme-model resonances at roughly 1820 MeV, in reasonable accord with the 4-
star Fis(1684) and ^37(1913) states found in Nature. The interesting new feature 
is the emergence in the 3-flavor model of additional (weak) resonances at 2060 
MeV, in plausible correspondence with the observed 1-star Fn (1882) and 2-star 
F37(2425). Suggestively, no such second peak emerges from the Skyrme model 
in the Fn channel, where in Nature no second resonance is observed. The Fas 
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amplitude in both the 2- and 3-flavor models is characterized by two overlapping 
resonances at 1830 and 2030 MeV, although the experimental situation here is 
somewhat unclear, aa discussed in the previous chapter (cf. Section HI.2). 

Finally, it should be emphasised that the values of the resonance masses 
are hardly affected by inclusion of strangeness, and the &% "best-El" agreement 
with experiment found in Chapter III continues to hold. Overall, the inclusion 
of a third light flavor improves the agreement between the Skyrme model and 
experiment for the 2-fls.vor process *JV —nr N . 

Of course, Eq. (TV.10) enables us to study KN and UN scattering processes 
as well. However, these constitute much less rigid tests of the model because the 
experimental status of these processes is much more volatile than for xN. An 
additional problem for our purposes is that most of the experimental work has 
focused on S-, P- and D-wave scattering, where, to leading order in 1/JV, the 
Skyrme model can be expected to stumble due to mixing with zero-modes. 

Figure 25 illustrates elastic KN scattering in the Skyrme model versus ex
periment for a variety of partial waves. Although there is nothing particularly 
special about KN scattering in the chiral soliton approach, it is very interesting 
from the point of view of the quark model, since resonances in these channels 
(unlike ~KN) cannot correspond to qqq, but rather qqqqq states. The existence 
of such exotics has been the subject of considerable controversy over the past 15 
years, with recent results tentatively favoring such ttateB in the Poi, Pis and DB3 

channels."" The Skyrme r-.odel results confirm the Dm state. In addition, there 
appear to be very weak low-lying resonances in the Poi and P13 channels (note 
that there is actually counterclockwise activity in these curves before the cusps 
at 2 GeV ). In agreement with experiment, there are no low-lying Skyrme-model 
resonances in the Pn and Pea channels. » 

It is not dear that these results should be taken as anything more than 
suggestive, given the failure of the model to reproduce the observed repulsive 

* This number uiurnu that excitation energiea are measured from the KN threshold. 

SS 

-aa o ca -03 o as 

Fig. 25, Elastic KN sckttefutt amplitudes in a tvlsty of partial wave*. The notation la Liat. (a) 

Experiment. (bj The 3-tavor Skrrma model. 

behavior in the S-waves. Furthermore, the Skyrme model predicts resonances in 
several channetB where, in Nature, no counterclockwise behavior has been seen. 
Clearly a higher-order 1/N analysis, in which the skyrmion's zero-modes have 
been properly disentangled, would be of great interest. 

3. Model-Independent Results 

We now leave the specific case of the 3-flavor Skyrme model behind, and apply 
Eq. (IV.10) directly to the study of real-world irlf amplitudes. Our operating 
assumptions are that a chiral soliton interpretation of the baryon is legitimate, 
and that the simultaneous approximations of large-N and exact SU($) j ,» o r (both 
of which entered crucially in the derivation of (IV.10)) are physically relevant. 

A particularly notable success of the 2-flavor chiral soliton approach to irJV 
scattering was the natural emergence of the big-small-amall-big pattern, as dis-
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cussed in Chapter II. The necessary dynamical input was the assumption that, 
for each value of L, the reduced amplitude sm.j,££ varies negligibly from unity 
compared to the other two. A natural question is: Will the big-small-small-big 
pattern survive the extension to (unbroken) 517(3)? 

It is clear from Table IV of Appendix D that the "big" physical amplitudes 
with(J,J) = (Jii— j) or ( | , i + | ) are built primarily out of the reduced ampli
tudes s 2 - i , i l ' , ? i i ' , i " l , L ' m d *L^i,r m c o n t r , s t > t h e "» m a 1 1 " amplitudes with 
[I, J) = (J,L + J) or ( § , £ - I) receive large contributions from «£+" t £''£+"l 
and aj"? L . Accordingly, if one makes the dynamical assumptions that, for each 
partial wave L, the deviations from unity of s £ £ " l t , sjf*, »J*£? L and • J*,' L are 
essentially negligible compared to the other four, then the pattern emerges au
tomatically. (These assumptions are numerically the case in the 51/(3) Skyrme 
model, as we have just seen.) Furthermore, as in the 2-flavor case, the "big" 
amplitude with / = j is predicted to be somewhat bigger than the amplitude 
with / = | , which holds experimentally for L > I (c/. Fig. 9). 

We next consider what model-independent linear relations follow from Eq. 
(IV.10). We will again focus our attention on the familiar 2-flavor processes 
irN —> >rJV and irJV —t wA . 

Let us represent the physical amplitudes for xN —» xN by SjJfJ", with L de
noting the pion partial wave and J and J the total isospin and angular momentum 
of the pion-nucleon system. Eq. (IV.10) can be shown to imply: 

(IV.12)a 

and 
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(4 i + 2)SI,V» +j - 3I.SiYl.-i ~ ' ( i + » ) 8 r ^ J 
(IV42)6 

These equations relate the experimental xN amplitudes to reduced amplitudes 
obtainable, in principle, from a phase-shift analysis of the "optimal" nonlinear 
sigma model of Nature. Unfortunately, this optimal nonlinear sigma model, 
obtainable in principle from QCD, is unknown. Thus, without some further 
approximation, Eq. (TV.12) is entirely without predictive power. 

However, using the 3-fiavor Skyrme model as a guide (cf. Fig. 21), one can 
expect the right-hand sides of (IV.12) to be extremely small (note that they would 
vanish identically were it not for the WZ term). Accordingly, let us examine the 
linear relations between experimental amplitudes that result from setting the 
right-hand sides of (1V.12) to zero. Here we find a surprise: these are precisely 
the relations (11.18) which we derived, without any such dynamical assumption,* 
from the 2-flavor formalism! Since, in general, these relations work quite well, 
the logical conclusion is that the WZ term probably makes only a very small 
numerical contribution to the real-world meson-baryon 5-matrix. 

It should be emphasized that we had no right to expect any relations, approx
imate or not, between physical xN —» xN amplitudes to emerge from the 3-flavor 
formalism. The reason is the following. In the 2-flavor approach, the four physi
cal xN amplitudes for each L (i.e., J = L±\ and I = \, §) are expressed through 
Eq. (11.11) as superpositions of only three reduced amplitudes. Consequently, at 
least one nontrivial relation between physical amplitudes is guaranteed (in fact, 
there are two). In contrast, in the 3-flavor approach, these same four ampli
tudes are linear combinations of eight reduced amplitudes. That the relations 

* Recall Ibst the WZ term vinuhes in the 2-ffsvor cut. 
t Tbu coDclmion differs from thkt of Ref. 20. 
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turn out to be the same in both formalisms is cause for further surprise, since 
the group-theoretic factors multiplying the i j j ^ ' i are completely different in the 
two approaches. (This can be seen by comparing Eq. (B.1) of Appendix B to 
Table TV in Appendix D.) 

We can also extract from (IV. 10) information about xJV —» *A . Let us 
represent the physical amplitudes for this process by S'ffifj w l t n ^ ' t n e exiting 
pion partial wave (which can differ from L by two). For the case L = L', Eq. 
(TY.10) implies: 

G»N*A _ *{*' ~ 1) n t l f . A 

I HL + 1)(M + 3)7iI^iT. _ ( I Y 1 3 ) o 

+ 1V 10L ° i i i . i + j v ' 2L 

V ( 3 L - ! ) ( £ + !) . . . . 
18(21, + 1 ) v " i - i . l 

and likewise 

3 /: 
2L+iy 

L(2£ + 3)(2Z,-1) Wrft 
i l | , i + J 2L + i y 10(£ + 1) WJ,i-J 

__4t£+2)_ 4 = 

•V /10(2i + 1) " 3 . ^ + 5 

1 /(2l + 3)(2X, + l)L t a o n t , „ .„„ ,.,„ 
18(2£ + 1)V 1 + 1 l M * M , L *£+J.t + 'i+4.I.' 

(IV.13)i 
Setting the right-hand sides to zero as before, we again recover precisely the 
2-flavor predictions (11.19). Similarly, for the case L = V ± 2, Eq. (IV.10) 
implies the simple proportionality relations given by Eq. (11,20), with no "WZ 
corrections." (This is due to the fl^jr,. multiplying the kaon-like and antikaon-like 
reduced amplitudes in (IV.10).) 
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In the 2-flavor case, there was for each L one further model-independent 
prediction relating the processes rN —* irN to JTJV —* ?rA , namely Eq. (11,21), 
but this is lost in the 3-flavor formalism. 

Thus, with the dynamical assumption «jf£* K s£{j r suggested by the 3-flavor 
Skyrme model, the 3-flavor formalism yields almost all the model-independent 
linear relations between experimental xN scattering amplitudes that emerged 
from the 2-flavor approach. It is natural to explore the consequences of making 
additional dynamical assumptions about the optimal 2- and 3-flavor nonlinear 
sigma models of Nature. 

A natural set of such assumptions is suggested by the big-small-small-big 
pattern. This pattern characterizes the broad clasB of 2-flavor models (Skyrme's 
included) for which the reduced amplitude i££" L L vary neglibly from unity in 
comparison with s££J L L and s£££. Similarly, it emerges from 3-flavor models 
if, out of the eight reduced amplitudes for each partial wave, the variation of 
*t+i ,t i< , i"' ' , i i°J,f * n d , £{*\1 ™ * m & 1 1 compared with the others. Fortunately, 
we have the means of directly testing whether these dynamical assumptions are 
valid approximations as regards the "optimal" 2- and 3-flavor nonlinear sigma 
models of Nature. For, with these additional approximations, Eqs. (11.11) and 
(iV.lO) can be shown to imply the extra relations: 

9 i < s l£E-; - x ) + &L+«)(S,%U\ - ! ) 

and 

9 i ( s i S Z - i -») + (si + eJtSLV^, -1) 
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/i^my^V*+tuL+"J^f+tfEW ( I V 1 5 ) S 3 2 L 

respectively. 

Figure 26 displays these relations as applied to the experimental nN —»iriV 
and JTJV —»*A P-, D- and F-wave amplitudes. Clearly, there is no substantial 
difference in agreement between the 2- and 3-flavor predictions. Although the 
overall magnitudes of the curves are not in particularly close accord, the shapes 
are roughly similar. Furthermore, the agreement in the signs of the amplitudes 
is in itself a completely nontrivial result (as a glance at the Argand plots of Ref. 
14 will confirm). Certainly (IV.14) and (IV.15) are as successful as Eqs. (11.19)-
(11.21), which were derived without additional dynamical assumptions. In other 
words, incorporating these extra approximations does not noticeably worsen the 
agreement. 

Our conclusion, suggested by the big-small-small-big pattern and reinforced 
by Fig. 26, is that the dynamical assumptions stated above are accurate de
scriptions of the 2- and 3-flavor effective Lagrangians derived from QCD. We 
hope that, as such, they will prove to be useful constraints on the current model-
building efforts in skyrmion physics. 

* In order to make u«e of the available curvet for TN —» *A , "' we have combined Eq». 
(IV.14) and (IV.15) with Eq. (11.19) in Figs. 26a and 26c. 
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APPENDIX A: Derivation of Equation (II.9) 

The purpose of this appendix is to fill in the steps between Eqs. (fl.8) and 
(H..9). We shall not assume isospin and angular momentum conservation ab 
initio; these will emerge in the course of our derivation. 

We begin by considering the integral over the SU(2) group manifold in (TI.8). 
Changing variables to Ae~l transforms the integral to 

fdAD*^... (Z>>H)t'),.m ?*&)-% (""M)-).. , , 

= ( -1 )—*/ **l>*'Wil.lD1{Ah-*{P,{Ar1)-.AD'l(A)-,-)..i. 
[A.1) 

using 

/o o n 
e 1 = 0 - 1 0 I 

Vi o o; 
It turns out that the ^-integration can be carried out explicitly, thanks to the 
Clebsch-Gordon decomposition 

^•(AUD^AU = X>*M). +.,i +*(jiiftja«|B,o + e) (^R,b + d\RtR,bd) 

[A.2) 
R 

and the orthogonality relation 

\ I Ri.t.-.RV.t; *-*/ /ol / 2 / + 1 

We obtain: 

x (R'W,i\R,j +«',) {&,,, - n\R'U'„-m) 

X ( f l l * „ - n | f l , s , - n ) (R,j + i,\RUd) 

{AA) 

It is useful to project the initial and final pion-baryon states onto states of 
definite total isospin \II,) and \I'I',), respectively. A straightforward calculation 
yields the somewhat simpler expression 

, . . . V(2R+1)(2R' + 1) 
<**>*/•..•.*•/•... =««•«/ .« — — j j q ^ ' 

x £ ( - l ) — ~ < i r " V ) . (A.i) 

x ( / ,« , - n\R'U'„-m) (RU.,-n\I,s, - n) . 

Happily, isospin conservation ii now manifest in the Kronecker-deltas. 

We iiave not yet arrived at our final destination, where the initial and final 
pion-baryon states are characterized, not only by definite isospin, but by definite 
angular momentum as well. But in order to make progress we must necessarily 
return to the question of diagonalizing the differential operators L -̂ defined in 
Eqs. (II.3) and (U.4). Complicated though L may be, it respects the symmetry 
K = I(pion) + L(pt'on). Consequently £ preserves the subspaces of states of 
definite K and KM. 

How do we construct these subspaces? Consider the quantity 

/ (LlK.-l.l\KK,)Yi„K,-i{n) \ 

nf f-(n) = (L1K,0\KK.) VLKM 

\(l\K, + \,-l\KK.) YLlK.+i(n)J 

(A.6) 

theae are the vector spherical harmonics. By the familiar rules for addition of 
angular momenta IT**' is indeed a state of definite K and K,. Unfortunately 
it also has definite orbital angular momentum L, which is not preserved by L: 
the pion can jump two units in L in the process rN —> »A , for example, in a 
manner consistent with angular momentum conservation. Therefore, in order to 
block-d<agonalize L we must sum over all allowed values of L for each K, namely 



L = (K - 1,K,K + 1). Parity precludes the states with t = K from mixing 
with thoae with X = if ± 1; consequently the eigenatates of I* are of the following 
form: 

Par i ty ( - l )* - 1 : **(r.*)n*?f(n) + <#(r , t )n£*;(n) 

Parity ( - 1 ) £ : lg{r,t)Tl%K-(n) . 

One can imagine expanding an arbitrary pion field in terms of these eigen-
funetions and carrying out the angular integration in (II.3). The result will he a 
purely radial problem, where for each value of "if, £ is replaced by an operator 

ftjf 0 tj?\ 
££(>•,«)= 0 % 0 (A7) 

\tf 0 £ + + / 

acting on. the space 

(1) 
with the zeroes of course reflecting parity conservation. 

Furthermore from the radial wavefunctions ^ x ( r , f ) one can construct the 
"effective" Green's functions gjr(rt; i-**') associated with £j[!; this is of course a 
3 x 3 matrix checkered with zeroes just as in (A.?). We will find it convenient 
to label its matrix elements by pairs of subscripts (£,£') that take values [K -
1,K,K + 1) instead of the usual (1,2,3) or ( + , 0 , - ) ; thus g«s , say, instead of 
(s<)l,3-

Having defined gjf we are now in a position to write down the partial wave 
decomposition of the pion propagator in the unrotated soliton background. One 
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finds 

IL.VL'. \ 

£ (KK.\L\L,n) {L'lL',m\KK,) g w * ' ' ' ' ) 

(A.8) 

with L and £' the incoming and outgoing pion angular momentum, respectively. 

This formula will presently prove very useful to us. 

We now have all the machinery in place for our final result. We return to Eq. 
(A.5) and project the initial and final pion-baryon states onto states of definite 
total angular momentum \JJ,) and \J'J[), respectively; likewise the incoming 
and outgoing pions are restricted to partial waves L and L', which we atill have 
the freedom to specify. A short calculation making use of (A.8) then produces 

V"'> RTIWT-SW ~ '«'*/ .« 2 7 + 1 

* £ £ (-1)"~"W'£ 
KK,mn »r§',L,Ll 

(A.9) 

X {RLa.L,\JJ.) {J'j;\R'L'a'ML'„) 

x (1,3,- n\R'lt'„-m) (RU„-n\I,», - n) 

X (KK,\LlL,n) (L'lL'MKK,) . 

It is certainly not manifest from this rather unwieldy formula that total an
gular momentum is conserved, as of course it must be. In order to see that, it is 
convenient to reexpress the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients as 3j'-jymbols 

(n n J \ = ( _ 1 ) , . - « + M ( 2 - 7 + 1 ) - i / 2 ( j l J - 2 m i m j [ J A f ) . 
\ m-i m 3 —M J 



A f i M M 

These, in turn, can be used to construct the Cj-symbols via 

V f-iy'i+MA+Ki+'W+l* ( J l J* * | 
•su U> - * . «•/ 

( J> Js j i \ / Jt ^i j i "\ 
Ma -Ms mi) \M3 - M m,J 

( ii ia i» \ f ii j> i» 1 
mi ma mj y [ Ji Jj J3 J 

A short calculation making use of some standard properties of 6y-symbols pro
duces 

(*{r't'Mrt))Rm.,R,T.f.L-

= Sn'Sij'SjjiSjji^PiLigifijK • KKL>L(rt;r't') 
K 

where the P-symbols are defined in Eq. (11.10). Both isospin and angular mo
mentum are now manifestly conserved. This is Eq. (H.fl). 

A P P E N D I X B: Explicit formulae for P-symbols 

This appendix contains explicit formulas for those P-symbols as defined by 

Eq. (11.10) which contribute fco either xJV —» jrJV or flJV —» wA . The notation is 

PLL'RR'DK where L and V give the orbital angular momentum of the incoming 

and outgoing pion, respectively; R and H1 denote the spin (and isospin) repre

sentation of the initial and final baryon; / and J are total isoapin and angular 

momentum; and K labels the conserved vector T(jnon) + L(pion). 

We consider first the process xN —* wN , which in our notation implies L = 

V and R = R' = 5. With two exceptions as noted below, the scattering must 

be P-wave or higher in order for the P-symbol not to vanish. For L > 1 the 

nonvanishing values of the P-symboIs are given by; 
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p 2 L ~ 1 

P L + 1 

PLL$ j j,L+J,L-ti = 3 i < + 3 (»!«> valid for £ = 0) 

p (2L-1 ) (L- -1 ) 

P . . . - ^ ^ 

2X + 3 
4£ + 2 

2 1 - 1 
4£ + 2 

p 2L + 3 

PLLHi,L-l.M = jj^z 

fLLiUMlt-l = j ^ f j 

p (£ + 2)(2£ + 3) , , 
PLLlil.L+l.Ui = ( 6 £ + 6 ) ( 2 £ + 1 ) (•!" valid for L = 0) 

Consider, next, the process TJV -» wA with £ = £'. Here L must be > 1 without 

exception, in which case the nonvanishing P-symbols are: 

1' 

p _ y/L(2L + 3) 

p -y/L[2L + 3) 
^ " S H . t + i t + i 3 £ + 3 -

' m i * w t , = *( £ -D ./(JT^i)(£ + i) 

r (£ + <) / 2 1 , - 1 

p 2£ + 3 I 2L-1 
riHut-ij+t - -zTTTViofTTT) 

p ( 2 £ - l ) / 2 T + 
10L 

D _ £ ~ 3 /2X. + 3 
rLij|},t+l,i - _5ZT3V"ioZ~ 

4(£ + 2) /L(2I, + 3)~ 
^ILJiS.t+|.i+i (3L + 3)(2L + 1)V 10 

(fl.2) 

The final possibility is xN — rA with L = V ± 2. Now L = 0 is allowed, and 

we have: 
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p _ / M + 3 

n,L+a,m,ir+j,i+i - - y 3 ( i , + i ) 
p _ / 2J. + 3 

n,L+»,jH.t+i.t+i - y 3 0 ( i + i ) 

-3 
-2) 

_ / 2& + 3 
% I i | | , W ) , W I - - y 3oftTs 

All other P-symboli with A = j and fi' = j or | vanish. 

(fl.3) 

APPENDIX C: Further Details on Skyrme Model Equations 

In this appendix we five some further detaib concerning the differential equa
tions (III.12a) and (IH.126). We will expreaa our reaulta in term! of the dimen-
sionless variables r = ef*r and m = m/(ef9). 

We consider the '1 x 1' case (111.12a) first. After multiplying through by 
2 F 2 / s m J F the equation turns out to be 

. , , /__2_ _ 8sinVF _ £ 2cotF 8s in2F\ 
1 ' \ P PF* fl + F + PF ) 

(C.l) 
The term \PF" + ...] denotes the defining equation for F, Eq. (III.4), which of 
course is identically zero. Near the origin the regular solution satisfies V*̂  ~ 
r * - 1 ! * - ar + 0(r*)] where a = |F"(0)| S 1; from this we obtain the initial 
conditions needed to carry out the numerical integration. 

The '2 X 2' case (III.12b) is more complicated. It is convenient to change 

variables to 

-VK^ + VK + i^ ( c 2 o ) 
V 1 V2K + 1 

and 

V ' J2K + 1 
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We then need to solve the coupled linear equations 

- 2F 4 f 3 ( f I + 8sin 3 F)^tf - *&*{? + 4 F ' . i n 2 F ) ^ f f + 

J 2F*\2cas2F + K{K + l)]\f* + 4sin 2 F] 

+ 2F*[4»in5 2F - 8f , J"i in2F + rh'f* cos F - 8r 3 (F') , cos2F] 

- 2?FV + 8sin 2 F)w 2 U f - 8v/K(if + l)F sF'f» sin* F jzifr? 

+ < F*V«'(«' + l)»in a F{16F»in2F - 16f 2FF" 

- 4r2Feot F\l - 4(F')2] + 8f»(f) 2} 1 < = 0 

(C.3a) 

and 

- 2F 2 f 2 (r 2 + 4sin' F)^*i + 

\-4F2f3 + r*F\-lBF2,in2F - 4F 2 cotFf 2 + 16Fsin 2 F + 4f*F)] —^ 

+ | K(K + l )F 3 {8sin 2 F + 2f»[l + 4(F') 2]} 

+ 2 f 2 [ - 8 F 2 ( F 1 ) 1 - 2 F 2 + 4Faiii2 FF" + 8Fsin2F(F') s + Ff(2F" + ?F") 

+ 2Fcot FrHf)1 - 8sin 2 FlF1)2 - Zf^fF")2] - ^ ^ I f ^ F " + .. .] 
s in 2 F 

- 2w 2 F 2 f 2 [4sin 2 F + 4f 2 (F') 2 + f 2] U ? + W^{K+ l)r3F3F'^fc 

+ lsF3^K{K + l)\2n\n2F - f 2 F" + ^ c o t F l W * = 0 

(C.36) 
where we have multiplied through by -4r*F 4 and —4r , F 4 / s in 3 F, respectively. 
(The advantage of the change of variables is that each of these equations is 
second-order in only one variable.) We are relieved to find that, in the case of 
massless pions, Eqs. (C.1)-(C3) are in agreement with Ref. 22. One can check 
that the translational mode (III.19b) is a zero-energy solution of Eq. (C.3) when 
K = 1. 

Now there are two regular solutions near the origin: 

where 

/ K 1 + 2a 2 K + 
+ V K + 1 - l + 2a 2 K-

10a 2 

- 4 a 2 
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and 

It is straightforward to integrate theae equations numerically out to large f, 
reconstruct V>£, and extract the phase shifts. The development then proceeds as 
outlined in Sec. m.l . 

A P P E N D I X D: Explicit Formulae 
for SU(Z) Scattering Coefficients 

In this appendix we present explicit formulae for the group-theoretic coeffi
cients multiplying the eight reduced amplitudes in the SU(3) scattering formula, 
Eq. (IV. 10). For fixed baryon representations, these depend only on the total 
meson-baryon representation Ru,t and the total angular momentum J. We will 
restrict ourselves to the physically relevant cases when the initial baryon is in the 
epin-i octet, and the final baryon is in either the octet or the spin-f decuplet. 

Table III presents the coefficients of the reduced amplitudes for the case when 
the initial and final baryon are both in the octet. The relevant decomposition is 

8 x 8 = 27 + 10 + 10 + 8i + 8 1 + l (D.l) 

where (following DeSwart'"1 ) the 81 and 8j are synonymous with 8 „ m and 
8»ntliym. respectively. 

Table IV gives the prescription for xN elastic scattering in the 3-Savor for
malism. These coefficients can be directly compared to their 2-flavor cousins 
presented in Appendix B. 

Table V presents the relevant coefficients when the initial and final baryons 
are in the octet and decuplet, respectively, and when the initial and final meson 
partial waves are the same (L = L'). The relevant decomposition is 

1 0 x 8 = 35 + 27 + 10 + 8. (D.2) 

Table VI lists the coefficients for the analogous 8 x 8 —» 10 X B processes 
when \L-L'\ = 2. Note that these coefficients ait multiply the single contributing 
reduced amplitude J £ ™ £ , where K = [L + £')/2. Thus, to leading order in l/N, 
all these processes are predicted to be ttrictly proportional to one another; this is a 
model-independent result. 
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Fig. 27. An unrotated hedgehog. Fig. 28. A rotating hedgehog. 


